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. ,In~roduction ... 
• 
• The concept, of .. study skills , ~s one that' is much ( , 
bandied about in ~o'th the "formal literature of ,educa,tion 
, . . 
: ''/' 
anq, ·in process materials, books,. 'at-ticles, journal"s arid, so • • .f. 
4 " . " . • 
on that ,Orlf comes .up'ontas, 'a' reacher involved in ed\.i~ation~l ' . 
endeavors ~ , I TO ',one such educat~r spec\fically 'lnyolved i~ 
Q ~ , ' " " , ' . , ~ 
, ~he teaching of the ed9-cationally deprived -,Sp~cif~ 
,Education :-:- ' for ' approxi,mately the pas't ' d~cade,: it' has 'bee~ 
.. ' . ' ' , , . ~ .. ... . . . .' 
'po!:~ 'a pO"int o'f fasc.1:nation , and wondermen~ to realh:e ,that 
" , 
. this' conce'pt - st~dy ski'I,ls ',.;. ' which .ts ; so' ,:pre-valen 
(- r ' I ' " . • 
in 
1 
I , , ~ .. 
discussions , a't tea,cher ' gatherings, ' unlversfty classes and \ 
, . ~:. , .. . " ...', . . .. ~. \ 
. ' 
, , ~ . . " . \ 
in :vari~:)Us writl'ng,s" is 'on , ~lose:t;' ~xaminatio~ aneduqationa,l ';t ' 
concept ' inc~~plet~. i~ 'at .' l,east one 'are~ ,.oi: intent :'ielat~ng ~ 
• l '. I , - , I ~ . . , . • 
'1 to ' tne ~elation~hip of learne~ ,and learning o~ :kno~f.edge 
.. , ) . 
acquis~ti(;m. ' 
0. ' ' " 
, ,At the outset, Ot this paper, . several individuals . 
made 
• '!t ~ • • • • • '. • . 
. . 
- ----~. 
cOmlnents' to the. eff~ct that th~re is pres'enbly' 'so much 
• I' .... • 
, .. . .... -,' \. . ~ \ :t'I • 
. " 
., 
, . 
. 
'I', written :already on study' sk'ills and , since, eve'rybody already .~ ~ , 
" :,1 , . , 
.. 
• 
.. • ~,'f .. 
,knows exactly ·what they ' are ,and'how to, use them~ then this () 'f" 4 \ 
pape'r may merely be ,an 'exercise in 'futili4::y.IJ , However,' one 
. , 
- " has but.to walk'irito the various classrooms ' of our Province 
'" 
or 'indeed teaoh a~ education~ll~ ' destimulated as'se~bia:ge of ' 
• • . ' • ~ f • • . 
st~¢lents ,t.'O ."rea'lize th~ ,incons!'stency: of t~is b~~ 
, I ' __ 
, .. 
tf one can generf'- ize, from m~ se'ar:ch" one , can readily ' 
see ,that what are "held'as ccepted t~uth@r' a.re)i"uite l,ik~ly in 
',:. '. y" " 
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, ' rea!'i ty a ~yth or misconcEJ'Ption: At best many o_f these 
\ 
, \. 
acce~te9 truths are in fact basic " assumptions I '.and as 
• • • " • 'e> . • • 
such are open tQvariants of, interpretatipn both ' as to their-
. - , 
actual effectiveness and desirability of intentions. ,Through 
- ill • ' • 
\,..... " .." 
my own expe'::ience ' and'that 6f many' tea,chers with whom :this 
~ 8 ~, • 
subject ~s'~~eeI) broache,d, it ,has c'bme ,to ligli~ that a great 
number of teachers n6t p~ly do not2 really know , ~hat: a , /~t;udy' -' 
, " 
'. 
. ' 1 - . , 
teacR one, or all, btIt 
. " , ' • ~kill is, or ' more . fundamentally, how to 
. . . .. . : . ' ~ . ~ . ,. .. . . " . 
-:~he¥ do' riot know ",ow a student' .tlft~al _ly 
. ~ "" 
achieves. competence 
, • t , ' \ 
• , t:-. 
in the -areas ,of study skills. 'Many, teachers :accept as ' fact 
!f" the assumption that ," apparerrt1y, ~hr6ugh , some' b,enefice!l't . ". 
J :" " .. '. • • # • 
• : .. <, fo~ce in - schooling a student will" if he IIreally wants , to" , 
co~e upon the , ~ri~ht. ; way :to study" ' Yet,. when questioned ' 
.> -
on t:his accepted °belief, these same ' ~ndi,:,iduals' wI 1·1 indicate 
that they do not actuali~! dU'ri7' cla~~ , ~:~e, :,devote .,e;erCiJY ," 
to the _~ctual pr~sen.tatio.n or encour.a,gememt of what the student 
must actually 'engage in to acqui.re these said' 'study ' skills. 
Experience has shown that these teachers however, generally 
" 
. .' ' ) 
accept, the' belief that if, the' s~udents' ,a,re- tc? , really succeed 
.." ... . . . . 
,academi?ally then it is' an' absolute essential 'that they 
~ • • ~ \ ', .11 __ . 
,""possess, these study skills., ~ (" 
So, ,the question then begs to' be asked, !'How, when 
and wh~r-e does a , learner acquire \:hese study skil,ls as' well J . ,' , , I ( . \ 
.. as the Aecessa'ry self~moti.~ated' dI;'ive to , succeed ,co,upled 
'. ' •• ' I 
wi th an acceptance thatttJ:lis 
\ ' 
isa .!unci;.{on \ neces,sary to his 
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and, handled as I'.essential' in 0 his school f~~ework?n , 
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CHAPTE.R I 
{\ 
STUDY SKILLS 
The 'Sei;ting 
I 
" 
. ,. 
~ . " '/ 
• Knpwledge is not simply, the apprehension i ) 
of' t~e structur~and op~ration of 'a ready-
.made world. Knowledge is the formulation ' 
. by means of 'action and reaetioh of a ' I . 
. process of which it :is 4 part.· ~O :I ' " , 
, 
-I 
I 
~ , 
'\1' • -I .! 
. , absolute . divisions, dlstinctlans ,or I 
limits, irtternal or external, are pa~t of 
the.process . ~ithout respect to knowledg~, . 
but process as known is process formulated 
\ . 
i 
. , 
" 
and structure'd by the :'mind.1 . . . .. I . f . . 
{H;aroid N. Lee, 'Percepts, Concepts, 
. and .. Theorefic Knowledge, p. vii) 
'4" 
\ Benjamin Bloom" in. his Taxonomy of Educationa~ 
. \ . ·.Objectiv~'~p.. 38) st~tes: l\.f 
\\ ' . . " Althou9h· Jinfdrma~'ion. or knpw{edge' i~"'· 
, . 'recognized as an important outcome of 
, I \. .~,:. education, very few teachers ~ould be-
" 
I 
, \ 
~'.'. sa:tisfied to -regard thi~ ,as the primary ' 
or' role. outcome' of .instruction. 'What 
is needed is, some' evidenqe" that Ule 
students can do something with their 
knowledge, ehat is, that they can apply 
the information to new 'situations and 
problems~ 'It is also expected that 
stu~ents. will acquire generalized 
techniques for dealing with .new problems 
an~ new material~.2 
-t 
, 
-. 
*hus,it is expected that when a s,tudEmt en~ounters a n~ 
. 
problem or.situation, . he .wiil select an.appropriate 
! . ' ' 
.! 
technique ;: " 
rtecessaty 
1 ' , 
I 
for a~tacking it and wil~'bring to bear the 
information " both facts,:~nd principles. ,This,. ".-
has been ldbelled ""critical thinking" by some, · "re~lective 
I 
I 
· .. ·thinking'i,' by Dewey and oth'ers, and "problem, solving" by 
I ; . 
\ 
" 
',' " ' \ --",,!\~----,-.-....... ...-.:----- -~--.\-. - . .. ~-
. .' 
• 
..: 0 .' 
; .. 
, , 
,,' 
" . 
, " 
" 
,'!p ' 
" 
'. , 
2 
- ' 
,. I 
/stillothers. In the (Bloom~sf - taxonom~ the term ' , 
, ' 
"intellectual abilities and skills" has been used. 'fhe 
, .. ... 
most general oper~tional' def ini tio~ of the'se abilities 
'. , " and. ~kills is that the individual can find , appropriate ' 
, I . ' I 
... 
" 
information and techniques in his prevlo~s experlence ' t.o 
, brin~ to, bear on new problems and sitlrttt19I>S. This ' .. . . 
AI"" , 
,requires some an~lysis o~ understanding of the new 
• ~ '..'. . ~ I a. ... '. . 
• • _ • • '. .. ~ D . • ~ 
·situat.1,on;-l it Fequires a background of kn'owledge or 
" uJ,:' , t. ", ; , .. , " " , , ' " , ' , " , 
methods_ which ca!l be readily utilized; and it a~o requi~e's 
.. .,./' . . . .' . .. . . 
so~e facility 'in d'iscer~inq 'tp.e apprqpriA~e relations between 
, 'I ' , , • ' • 
. pre"i~;'s e~p';,r:;~ce~ ~nd 'the new s1 tua~io". · .. ~ . 
/ ' ,In the , s~me general area of skills, Hilda Taba (in 
' .... I' , ' ,' , , 
her . mapnum opus Curricultim, 'oevelo nt, p. 225)~ asserts .' 
. . 
, \ 
: " \ 
\ 
, 1:hat ' "There ' are in connect'ion with any 
. ' ~ . , - , ,' ,. ' . Ii 
area, of competency. ' 'the objectives , per~aining , to, skills, 
\ 
t,here.for~, range 'from ,the, basic , academi9 s)<.i11s, s~uch" as 
\ 
\ \. 
'reading, writi,ng and ' aii,thm~tiC to skills', in "democratic 
, citizenship a~~ g~otip living'. ,,3'. usual'l;, 'the obj,ectives 
,~. , \ \ ~ pertaining ' tosk~J~s are conceJ}trated on the "three R' Sll" 
... , 
, ' . . "-~. . . . ' . . '-
whic:h constitute .. the basis fo't. academic ' s,tudy. In the . . \ 
'\ mind~ 'o~ s'~ma \ pe,~~~the~e" constitute the essentials ,.','at .' , 
\ 
least on the elementary l'eveL - ' ' f 
. 1ntellec:::1 S:::~S _ n::s::::i:r t:n::::::e::da::a:;:::i ~e 
\ in'formati,on from source~ o'thet th~n , t~~:bOOkS and 'th~ ' , 
\~roce'sses , of solving problems , and ~nalyzing d~ta t have ' 
\' 
., \ 
.\ 
\' 
'. 
". 
" 
\ 
, .. 
, ~ 
• 
f .. 
, I 
, , 
, , 
, 
, , 
, 
, 
,l 
J 
L 
.f 
, ! 
, i' 
! 
, 
',: 
I: , 
., 
I' 
' .. 
.. o· 
.. / 
-. 
,. 
. 
.~/ 
/' /" 
, ~'. Wo' I,,. 
_, ..... :~ . ~ " .' _~ .• , ~"...,... .. _ ,,_ . ~~ ~ -:;. .• • 'd "" , , . ' ,. _ '. ' " ~. _ . ...... .... _ ...... "' ~ ' . _ .. ' ._ . 
.' 
\ 
.. ' 
~ 3 
received some emphasis 0 .These skill.s 
. j .. , • 
a4ec~allY 
important in programs that have made transition frpm 
"following the textbook" to ' ass' req~re 
the use of multiple 
, . 00' , 
Emphasis on probl~ s91~ing suggests . a.need for 
ad~itlonal' Sk~l,S'" such~ as ~h!3;. abi1i~ .~;' ~efin~ ~ro~lems 
. . - " : ' . . . ,..: . .' . : 0 r . . .' . 
of inveStig'ation, to 'plan a met.no,d' of" inquiry/oto assess 
• • •• • I .. ~ : . . I 
discriminatingly 'the apprOPfiatemess' and) limi tations. of the 
.'. " , "';, . ' ~ . ~ " "" 1 ,', . ~l ' ~ \ ~ ~ ' .. '," ~ .\ 't' .' ,, ~ " ,.IIf\.' 
sources for ,partic:ulaF . purpol3es, cind the . ability .to ma~ter 
• • I' , .. o' I , 
. simpie re~earph' ~kiJ.l~ 1 :such . C\S tabulating a~q cl~~sif.y~ng 
~ . , . . ' ~ . ; ;~ " . . : .' . 
;nformation. and, experifo~'ntin9 with . differe~ . ways of 
• , ... I 
organizing and ' interpre,~ing" . 'f 
An espe9iall:9' neglected area of' ~kiilS,.rS· the ". 
comple~:.pe~tcd~ing to the mal}agement of l.n'te~pe':r:::sonal r , 
relations ' and 'the cond~ct of qrotips, ~ 
~~ I 
. It is from :the th,oughts of t~e gre~t t~inkers , sumh 
as Benjamin :Bloom ' and hi~ contemp6r~'ries of the ' 19S .0,~·, 'apd . 
' . .. ' ,;; I '. • • •• ' • .,' 
, , 
1960 I s that .. , we have come: to recei:ve in education 'bOt,h input 
, • f " • I ", j . .' ~ . ' • • 14. • 
and .momentum in . the area of' st~dy ~ki .. l~s, th~ir iml'lii;:~tions~ 
and the ~ethod o{ imp'lem~ntati~no . Sipce then; 'in !edu~at~o'n" 
, great s~ides h~ve bee~ ma~e in the 'actual use and 
, .' '. 
modification ,of these self-same ~tudy ,skills~ 
. , 
. ' 
. ' ~ Towards" a Worldzlg 't>efini tiOll' 
. ' . . 
: . 
., 
' . 
,Webster I s. Dictionary: defines study as .... " _,.0 a process ' 
, ., , .,. i , 
, 
of acquiring by one I s . own ef,forts knowledge of a. ·sl,1'bject." 
, ~ , . . f 1 , 
. \ 
. ~ -, 
" ," 
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TO accomplish this process a student is req~ired to bririg 
to bear on a " problem all th\ ' skill!? which' are appro'priate { 
.,- L,.. .. 
to the 'solution of that probU~m, This act, however" is· ( . 
bourtded, by ' a basic assumption, ~i'nce the term assumes that 
.' .. ; 
· ~tude\rit:s iliready l?os~ess a ba!?ic 
<;lnd.' ~hi~kin:g Sk~lis requiS:i~e t~ 
, ' . ' 
I •••• • 
competence ''in ·the reading ' 
. . - . . 
" . 
'. '. th~ study. ~ask·. .H9weve.:r, . 
lJ 
· based ·on · exp~rienc~· . anday.ai .labif! Ii tet~tu~e, one canl}ot ·~· 
. . 
· ass,.ke ·"that stude~ts: ' have ' competence ·i1'l · th~. discipl,1ned and 
. \ . ' " . : . , . ,' . . .: " , ', ' . . . ',_ .. ' ~ . . ;...., ' ':," . . 
indeperidejltappli:cation' Clf ~lip.se · . s~:iJls 'wb'ich' .will· result. 
- .' . ,.,:, I ' - : '. ' .:' . . ~. ' :,' . " . '. . ",. " :. 
· in the d~~in~.t~n,. 'lnalysis,:: res.?l;~tion, and ~~a.~t·i~n~ .<tl 
report '5m the problem. Students need guidance ;J.n the .. 1W 
.' ''' ' ~ ~ . . ' ~ ' . , ' • # • . ' ,.' ~ 
". development 'of this c::ompetenc.e . in order to become successful: 
.It is the teachers " ri3~porisibil 'i ty to develop ' student.s. , 
\ 
., . 
'\ . 
. , 
thi,s cOll\pet~nce in their studen~.s·:~ 
• J '. • - . . 
But~. ";hat ' are ' 'these· ~k1.i"!s', or skill area's' essential 
, ~ I 
......... 
· to" the intellectual <:1~velopmEmt of the ~UQEmts? ·The 
; ' • I • 
. .' .. I .. .. ""-. 
li.terature o~ the' topic' indtoat~s tha.t ther.e ~are .at least six 
" , .' .1 
basic learning skill area's: 
. . A.I Read:!.ng · ' .' . 
B. Writing ' ~ 
C. ' J'Listening "" 
D. ReAlember ing ~ 
E. . Note-taking . 
F. Test-taking4 ... . • I 
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·These· 'R.A:,Carrnen and W.R. Adam~. ~av~t~rmeci "suJWival J~~~ills~. 5 . • I I . t , .. ~ . 
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'. Yet Allce Mei;!. would see ~s g.o· e:V~"il furth'er than these 'six 
. ~ ' 6 
. "surv!val skills", when she. states that, • 
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It. may be u's'eful ••• to think of ourselves ,. 
as eflg'aged in teaching- skills ' for the 
, purpose of deveioping 'Stud~nt9 as 
, indd.vidual,s whq h~ve acquired> J:;x>th t~e 
'disposition and the skillS for obtaining 
knowledge on aheir oWO'. 7, - ... , ' " 
. ~ 
, ,5' 
Stqdy sKi~ll.!! are not. merely something to 'teach ;: but' 
. ' .'. . 1'". 
may . be v~~wed a~ ~.w~Y to t~achr 'a,way of teaching which 
! , ' ''~.' ,. ,: , " ' , "' , , " , 
-advances ' not" only the student I s- knowlec!ge '0;" subj ect matter ' 
• '"; I , .: . , • 
Q~t. hi's 'ability' to le~rn subject. ,matter' independently a,nd' .. 
• • , • • #-
• I ' • , 
at will. This ,wouHl l~ad to ,the aim 'of,- unifying kn'owledge 
~ learning 
. . . '" , . . ~..' . ~. , ., " ~ . t 
with ', the 'skills of .acquiring 1;his ~owledge. 
" .. '. . 
," ,.ACCOrdingly ' th~n, to .acquire this ,uni ty , ~no.t~eir 
~ . I ' . . , • . . 
' basic a~sUmPtion' must be , p~stulated, "'":.., 'here it; is ~ no~ ' assum~d 
, . < .... • • • • •• • • • • " 
that the ·st.udent ~t any given point i ,n schooling possesse~' . 
I ' " , ', () , • . 
, . 
· ,the 'ability to both read , and think. Given 'that this may be 
o . ,." . ,, ' _ . ' , ' V" , ' . /- ('\ 
'~the lease, :' the skills ,requ~red ' 0,£ theSie ~eading . and 'thinki~g 
. .- . .' . 
skills w()uld faii' into three' niaj'or' areas of' competency: 
\ ' 
, A. 
B. 
. c. 
Receptive area 
Reflective area 
·Expre.ssive area 8 
'Briefly." q.~r~· is each' of these are~s: 
.~ ..' • : • • . ' tt • 
, ~, 
A. ". R'ecepti ve ,Area: Reading and· thinking 
'. .' . '.,. 
skills 
. . . ."" , 
~elated to the receptive ..c!reas o~ competence ' in study ar~ 
those r~quired to perform ~hat Donald D. Durrell calls the 
\''' •• ~~ • ~impl~ 'in~ake" of, 'ideas through, reading:" 9, and'·, ~ila' 
· Banton-~mith ca'tegorizes a'S, "pat1:erns. of ,writing in 
',~i~~~r~nt subject a'~e~a.'" 10 Thi~' 'area involves the " . 
l'den'ti~1catiC;;n Of' main', ideaQ and s1gnifica:nt details' .as"well '. ~' : ' "' .. ' " " . . . . 
as 'the ' e~erc::ise of . ju~'gmen'b in. disoar.ding unrelated detidls. 
I I , 
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• • ~. • t It involves the exercise of various locat~onal skills so 
that the desir~d information may be found in te~tt~ The 
. :r 
ability to read the ma~y types,qf illust~ative ~aterials 
'is '¥.l,'so important-., ·. as . too, is the abi li ty to follow 
& • • • 
• \ I • , . 
6 
' di're'l~an.: The):"e peeds t6 be flexibility in ~he. ,applica-
. tiorof t~es~ , 's'k{lfs ,' to meet ·t~e tequire~:nts. of the val!'ious 
r 
., , 
L " 
" 
~ 
1 
, 
' : 
" ' . , t:,. . souri::e~ of · ~nfQima'tion. to whicl:l ,a ' sl~u~ent m~y ' have to re~er. ". 
. . ,. 
The ,students ;nust possess 'an . awarene~·s of the ·many. sources 
. " ":. I" . ':., '. : ' . " ~ .. -, 
of information at ·their . disposal and, apptecifl,te the fact · .. 
• I I , : ' • I ~ • • , • ' . .. 
t~at: .~hese .so,urces. are toois' for learning to "which tHeir 
I ,. 
~kilis ' rnust ~~ applied: 
.J 
. 
B~ , Reflective Area:' G~y L.: .Bon't,.anrl ~tanley B. 
, .' 
Ka'gler sugge~t th~t: : . 
CI ~ • .. " " .' t' . 1 
1 , 
:., The .s!ud~nt- shoul'd be . aware .<~f ~he ' fa~t 
that the, major outcomE! of, reading is, to ~ 
urlderstpnd and t:,o react' to' the 'reading' . ( 
ma:tter ,in light of, th.e ' ,purpose · fo:r; .which" 
it is being .. read. " Th'e. he'ar~ of the , . 
·process of· study, is,. the reaction to the' . . .• \ . 
.. 
• det·a.i.ls obta'~ed through the ' rea'ding.. '. i , .". 
Only as stuiP.nts reflec:t' upon what, 'th,e'y 
.... '. r .ead \ do the!l'becom,e:. pe:r:sonally ·tnvol ve~ . 
in' tl:ie ideas. I Without · t.h~ refiect.ipn .~ 
proce'ss the ' details ·w'!ll remain as .,· " 
.' . isola ted bi t 's of information wi th . no 
fusion, . focus or purwse. . ·Ap,ply.lng 'the' 
. ,skills ' re.lated to the' refleot.i.o'n proce~~'~ " 
skills '; such, as ' inteiier~ce": int~rpre'tatiori" 
as~ociation;. :assurnpt' Ott, ,.drawing ,- cOril!:lu,s ions , . 
and predict.i:orl; s ·tu,d n ts ~ill be "a~l~ . to, . - . ,\' , 
• fOI1Julat~ .dc:!mcepts, .by syntheSizing ' the facts 
or 'details ~nd by · s~bsequent~y\relating. '.' 
, these !conc~l?i~. to ' fprm ' u!3efulf patt~rn~' o.f . . 
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Bolton views six correlates to ,q'oncept formation: 
1. 
2. 
,3. 
4. 
Concepts are , the expre'ssionS of the .ways ' 
I " in which expe~ience has become drganized. 
. " . . . \ . 
'All , concep~e t~e resul,t o'~;rtiCUlar 
instanc~pecoming general by being treated 
'as exampres"Qf a type of rule; further, ' 
language stabilizes these general meanings 
in the ' process. of ' social interaction. , 
~ I 
Concepts are. the result of aQts ,of co-
ordin'ati~n. The(E!x~stenceof : a rule of 
rela1;ion ', signi~i,es, that the elements 
subsumed by a conc~pt are ordered DT the 
s'am~ relatiop. ' ' , :' 
" , V 
From the' point 6f view' of the ,subject" , a 
I • 
conE:ept is a. disposition to organize ' events 
in a certain way a~d it implies the . 
expectati,on' t~at 'it is ' capable, of being, 
applied to fresh i'nstances. 'In this sense, 
a concept ,is ~ssentially. a prediction. 
. . ~ 
5. ,Since a ,concept is: a result of the :applicatio.n 
of a 'rul,e , to' particul&r el~ments" this', can 
o~,ly mean that to study 'c<?~cept foriiiation' is 
co study "tha 'emerging correlation fbetw.een such 
actscind, 'the', stimulus conditions' to which they 
,6. , 
ar~ related.' : , 
' A , c~nc~pt may be d~fin~a, 'th~n, as a ~.table'~~ 
organiz~ti9n in ' the' experienqe of ,reality , \ 
which is achieved' thL-ol.1gh utiliaation C\£ rules 
,of relation .and to whic::h, caz(be given . a name •• 
I . , . 
, , 
t ' , 
""---. ' 
( 
1 • • • 
i , Cdncept Fo~~tion,. N~ii Bolton: ' PE!rgamt;?,p Pre,ss'" 
New YOFk~ 1979, 'pp. 21-23. 
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c. Expressive Area: 'Knowledge accurnu].ated' for its 
'. 
own sake has little value. If the process of study were 
. " 
limited to ~he receptive ,apd reflective.areas al~ne; i~ 
would have little value except for eniarging the student's , 
own 'store of knO~ledg1' This third area of Skil~S,reqU~red 
__ ': . for 'competence • .tll: study suppli'es ,th'e purpose ' and fulfil~ment . 
"j \' " .. 
' .for this study • Skills in the ' expressive area' are those, 
which . h,eJ,p' students to orga~i 'z~ the 'knowledge ga.ined thro'ugh 
. , 
e'~e~ci:se of -;t?e ~eceptive Ji.nd' reflective ski~ls • . F~rther, 
students 'u'se' th~se expre,ssi~e .s~illS to apPly' this' kn6w1e¢lge 
~r-_ .. t'·"':~:1 ".. • 
. in a .well ordered: p,nd :practical ' fashio~, 'giving evidence 
that the knowledge tha1=- they have gained is us,eful and . 
'\.·worthwhil •. 
According to H~L •. Herber then, study skills are 
.. .. ( / \ " . .. "-
tJ:to,se reading' and thinking skill-s which are ' 
drawn from the thr,ee ar,eas of competence 
and applied in var'i~us combinat,ions to ~ 
specific' study tasks according to \ 
pr'escribed purposes as, well as the 
variablesof ' subject matter, grade leve~ 
and student ability and achievement. l2 
But:, ' ~chools , do not exist~ for the sol~ purpose of 
, 
Pf~paririgpeoPle fOr work· ,in educatIon', industry, hospitals 
.- and' so on. 'There is rt:M a much gre~ter n , for people . 
., " 
ed~~~r trained not only to p~rf~ m.thei ' professional , . 
I 
, d~ties, bu~ abl~ also to pose and solv 
. Ii· ~ 
How should this be do~e and don~ better To 
becGme such a person more than , t~aining 
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There must be an accompanying dislike of incompetence a~d 
9 
an alertness ' ·or appreciation of ~fficiency. Such awareness 
serves to speed up the process a.nd is in itself 'an invaluable 
'feature of an'y community. -'Thus, a knowledge of th~ principles 
of a. rational technique C2f etudying will, be found to be most 
prqfi table when it is,' regarded .as· an addi t .ional means of . 
. cuitiv~ing· a creativ~ ~ttitude to efficient action ana not 
• I . 
.,. 
simply as a set. of procedural~n~tructions. As Z. Pietrasinski 
states: ' 
'.. . 
One must'iearn to appre~ate things of 
. apparently trif-ling impo~ance and set 
oneself. the goal of always wor~ing 
with maximum effi~iency, i.e., to achieye 
max-imum effect with. the least effort:~ 
Such is: the truly creative attitude to 
'work, study or indeed to work in general. 13 * 
( 
* We "defrne' creative at-titude,toward work as the $owing 
of initiative, partly. or wholly independently, in the. 
elaboration and ,introduction of 1mprovem~nt in methods 
and prOduct~; The most simple example may. b,e perce~tion 
of tne possibil'ities of some specifJ.c imlEovement wl.th . 
proposals fdr its realization ••••• The fullest exptessibn 
of a creative attitude toward work, in contrast to .dead 
. routin.e , 'is the p,erceptiori and formulation of work ' 
problems and their simultaneous solution. A creative 
attitude then 'can lead to valuable and original results 
'anc;l a h~gher level of occupational knowledge. As well, 
"The educat.i.<;mal program in many 'countries consists in 
teachin~o all pupilS subjects which can be of real 
value only to 'a minority of them, whereas it would. be 
mu~moreadvantageous ~o cultivate their creative 
ab . ty. II ' . '. 
. \. 
The Art of Learning. oZ. P.:i:etrasinsJ:ci r pp. 109-110. 
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The General ~pplication 
Here, now, let us ' deal directly with' the major 
implication of the concept, ~tudy' skills. Study skills 
• ~lies first and foremost the ide~ ~hat wh~t one is to 
10 
" 
(dea'l with,here i~ the skill or the ability t<;> study. 
~StUdYing, t:he~ is centr~l ' t'~ our , comprehension' ,of the concept tudy s,kills. Here studying, takes , on the mantle of self- , , " -
di.rected learnin"g. It is not accidental, b'ut ' rather it is 
-· lnterna~ly controlled by the learner. It is a series of I .. . . 
practicable skills that one comb~nes to gras~ a given piece 
or material - whether ,this materiai be in any subject area 
or related to' any" subject- area. JOan\.Mort:is, in her work · 
at~ the Guidance C~ntre at tbe University 'of Toronto has 
corne up with the follow~ng general ideas concerningl~tudying: 
A. Sttidying by whole is often more . 
effective than ~tudying by parts. 
, ' ' 
\ • 'B. Studying must, be ,done with the 
INTENT to'~earn something. 
" 
c. ' Studying must be done with ' under-
standing. 
D. One mus.t find one' s own best method, 
pl~ce'and time to ~tudy. 
E. One must learn to actively co~centrate. 
F. Break "you~stud~ period occ'asional'ly , 
in order to test yourself and see how 
w~l~ you are doing'. . 
G. Make effective use of your study time 
do not spend it~ll on one subject 
exclusive ,of otners .14 "\ 
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As noted in Branunar and Brammar's How to Stud:i 
, . 
.. Successfully, "Studying is an active, thinking process of 
observing, co~paring; criticizing, discriminating, 
\ " 
~ueitioning a!ld synthesizing. lll5 ThiS, studying, then~ 
being S~~f-directed, ~s a ~eliberate actfo~ on , the ~art of 
th~ individual and as such allows one the choice of' ways I . • 
I " .-, " 
. or methods in how to proce~d. How is one going to stlld~? 
\ 
,Are ~here acceptable ' and non-acceptab'J.'e me~ho,d~? Effic.i,ent 
. . ; 
. and non-productive metho,ds? .And so on. Thus, .this concept 
01 study skil,ls includes ' much mle' tha~ meets the {casual ( , . r' 
eye. Let us iook at · some possible ,areas of involvement in 
l' , . 
study ski·lls: to bor,row from Walter pauk in, How to Stud)? 
in College, the followi~g headings: 
\ 
and add 
'~ . 
A. The Academic Setting 
B. The Supportive Skills 
C .. The Basic On-going Skills 
D. ' Tne Academic Skills 16 
to it 
E. p1an~ng of Studies 
F. ' 
G. Intang.ibles 1 , ' 
.' 
Jle may, a.s 
Habit Format~on 
we progress, se thest! major headings as umbre,llas 
to ,cover all those that are to ,follow. 
ademic Setting: . . 
A. Under$!andi~g why you 'are where you 'a~e. 
What is YOllr purpose? , t 
B. Maintaining an emotional ' baland1e 
C. The classroom setting . ' 
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The Supportiye Skills: 
. t ' '\ 
• f, A. The ability to concentrate 
. B. .For.getting 
Co' Memory 
. D., ' Listening 
The. Basic Skills: 
. , , 
~ 
A. :fListening. 
B. Vocabulary building 
C. Improv\ng reading and comprehension 
The Academic' Skills: 
" 
" .. \' ,. ' 
A. , .Note taking 
B.. Textbooks 
C. Papers 
D. How to study for exams 
E. Objectivity 
F. consistency 
, . 
G. Clear ,cut rules (appropriate) 
~.~ Library 
I. Writing 
J. Reading 
Planning of Studies (Scheduling): 
A. Time . ' 
B. Place 
'c .-\: Reading 
Habit Format:i,on: 
. A. Plateauing 
B. H~bit vs. skill 1 
c.' T~me / 
D. Self..,,:image 
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As an en~i~y study , skills must have a finite sense. 
It is thig-finite 'sense that often presents trouble to ~~ 
, . student~ trying' to master the schooling process . A fihe 
point ,of: s.tart,in9 for 'so~ewh!"t mature highschool students 
r 
is to know just where theY '.wish to concentrate their 
, 
studying 'energy. Such a , 9.evice is , a Study Habits Checkli:st '. ' 
~, 
This following checklist will serve as a starting point and .., 
. 
may easily b~ ~nlar~ed or reddced as the need of each 
'indi vidual is p_e~cej,ved. ' , ~ Also, this c~ecklist may be 
. . ' . " . . ~. -
modified and, yr~sented' ~~muc~' younger :tudents as ~n early 
step to maste~y of study: skills. 
~ 
,-
I shall use a rating' scale of Rarely, Sometimes or / 
, ' , \ . 
Usually to give a v~y quick and somewhat comprehensive , 
picture of where one's areas of concentration lie. 
\ 
1. Health Habits which affect , 
, s'tudying 
2~ Time Sch~duling 
3. Note-Taking 
4 •. Classr~6m ~c.tivities 
S. 'Studyincjl an Assignment 
6. EXaJ'!'inatJ ons 
7. Study Habits related, to ' 
reading ... 
8. Habi.ts of Conoentration 
Rarely \_ SQmetimes 
~ 
(This checklist comes from H~~ to Study ' S~ccessfully, 
. Brammar/Brcirnmar, pp. 4-13.) 
\ ' 
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.... .... 
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Usually 
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Realistically a~ a ' ba~e on \<fhich to "start" a ~tudent 
should become aW,are of the nedessity of ut~i'zing to' maxi.mum 
\ ' 
effectiV:eness the "use of Time for Schedul~ng. Students must 
be more' than .encourage~ piai;l time" wise4-Y; they .must be ' 
, \ , . 
given. instructions in how· to d6 just ' this.- T,his 'm.ay tangent 
, . \ 
itself i~to ~he disco.ve~y of t'lle efficiency of ' organization 
-,and a 'c6n~~que~t ,incre~se in .apbl1e¢i ability. Stupents 
.. ' \ 
should be pres Cflnted, wi~J:1 , ideas for effective ' time , plan~ing 
which may encompass ideas'l such 15: . , ' , ' It . 
, " , \ . . , . " . ' 
A. A . weekly home,-dtudy \5,chedule b~s~d on 
,the w~ekly cl'ass sch;edule. " . 
I • I " . " 
\ " 
B. A longer term (l monith, ' 1 semester, 
etc.) study sch~dufe. 
\ " 
C. Built-in revision periods, in" the 
, schedule, ' ' 
D. ,Practise use of the schedule'. 
These' and many ~ther ideas may form a flexible 
starting point fr;om which the stu'dent IJlay advance. Coup'led 
"~ ' . 
, with this starting point ~ho~ld come the realizatio~ of the ' 
... ... 
, importance of note~taking. 
Note-~king as an ability\i mu~t be learned and 'I 
practised if it is to pe t;lsed effllfcti vely. Therefo~e time 
.I • 
in the school pro'cess must ,be used to achieve this skill .. 
d'evelopment. Espe~ial1y important are the notes~ince.­
accurate and complete notes fac~~p~r~t.i,.on for' 'all 
examinations and will serve as guides for subsequent 
. 
endeavors in the sarne area, as well as serving as -good 
" 
~' 
" 
. 
.,... 
" 
" ' 
. '
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.~ 
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training in the continuing skill development of note-taking. 
The following general points may help to improve the 
technique of note-takj,ng. 
\ 
f 
~ 
\ 
A.. Use a, large notebook with plenty of 
"' paper. 
:a. Get, set as soon as the class commences. 
c. 
D. 
Li;ten for ' ,the main points - and tr~ 
to' learn ' the cues that the teacher. 
, in.yariably gives off to indicate 
, importance of certain 'main' points 
or ideas., ' I' , " ' 
~5'-. 
. Wri te notes in a systematic order: , 
,create major headings for maippoints 
and subheadings for its discussion or 
' ,' presentation. You may have to 
reorganize the teacher's class \ 
presentation to, facilitate your 
learning. Thi,s organizing feature 
may become a ,most -impo~ttant skill that 
when mastered will differentiate between 
efficient and ' inefficie~t learnincJ . 
E. Spac~ your notes': l ,e 't the ideas ,stand 
out. Use different colors if you ,wish, 
but make the ideas jump off , the paper at 
you. This will' also provide space in 
which 'to add additional information 
during your s,tudying 'of these notes. 
, F. Go over and rewQrk your notes ~at the end 
qf ~he day. 
G. Try to become aware of whether your ,notes 
or your note-t'aJdng ability are slipa,ing 
. as time , progresses. (Keep. checking on 
your~elf, as you are the on'ly judge of ' 
how :",ell you really a 're try,:i,ng.) 
. , -
H. ..Always use your notes ' as review ~ especially 
before exams and periodic 'reviews in the 
class. l9 ' 
Brammar/Brammar, pp. , 29-30 
, 
--:------------.-, --'-~--
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But to· facilitate this note-taking skill a most 
, 
important ingredient must at all ti,mes be present-, 
. 
that of 
'active listening'! ~,ith the subsequent skills of listening 
and concentration. , ~hese, of coprse, should be developed ' 
, arl(r"encourcW%d' from the earliest of time in the student IS 
. *,'-:' li~e. The~~~ills, however, must be c"oupled with an<?ther 
I 
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mos\t important 
I 
'skill area -- Reading Skil1s: '- ; These read~ng 
Ski~ lS take on great prominence when one realizes that it 
is ~i.te prob~blY the greatest fa1.lacy ~f the foun~ation ' on 
~ . ... ' ' ) 
whidh study skills are built 'th'at the student '.can· and 
. 
I dO,S' possess the ability to read' not only words but rather 
can I'read both comprehensively and interpret{~\elY'1 As 
Brarnrnar and Brarnmar state 
. . 
reading is more 'than a mere mechanical or 
word-recognition ' process. It requires 
not only. ·the l;'ecognitio'h of main ideas 
and supportin!1 details, but also the 
organizat'ion of ideas foll.owed by 
deliberate reflection. on what has been 
read. Thus, reading become§.. another 
aspect of thinking. (p. SO ).2l.l 
This.' then leads US back to toe overall heading~ of H.H. 
H~rbE!r ·of the . three areas of 'thinking and reading receptive, 
reflective and expre·ssive. 
At this junoture, however, one must stop and at least 
briefly discourse on one of the foundational concepts espoused 
~ 
so f~r il1 this writing. The term assume-assumption has been 
• 
used on various ~ccaC~, \  to date and as suoh it logically l~ '. ~ 
demanqs a reckoning as to .the ramifications of its use of 
intent .. · 
I 
I 
---- I 
I 
...  
-
..... 
, . , 
! 
, j . 
, 
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Here I am referring to- the basic assumptions, ' or 
concep'ts or attitudes , about education and students which 
• 
are so deep~y ingrained in each of, US as part of our 
" cuI ture, that they are , takell for granted a,nd used ' 
unquestioningll' (The¥, w,ere develo~ed ' in .earlier times in 
'response ,to needs now outgrown, but because they are riot " 
, ' "t " '- " 
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4,\)-
-"JJ amenable to eva~uation in the light , q,f ch~:mged conditions 
,j I • • 
they foryn a b~rrier to 'change 6f behavior 
• 
:in"response t ,o , 
, , \' 
, ' , } 
,Each of , us needs to become awa~1 of his . ba~~,c ( ' 
current ' needs.,) • 
assumpt~ons so that he,.can evaluJlte thelr ~~b~tlon t 
his behavior ' or adopt alternatives if ne,cessary. Though it ', 
. , ~ 
-is possible to consider assumptions as ,is of stab~$ uni ts, 
.- , 
they are in practice close-ly related to each othe~ and 
mutualiy supPQrting. AnyonE;! perS'on' s ' assurnption:s together 
form a tangled, coherent network which is the basis of hts 
, ' 
" pers~~l styl,.e of thFg and behavior. '; Change in orie 
ssumption may affe'ct and' indeed '-req'uire" 'change ,in others. 
ithin a person's own frame of reference,: the relaH,onShi~S) 
his behavi.or and assumptions are 10g10a1, anC 
l',lowever inef fecti ve his behavior -may: -,be', it does not" ch~nge ' 
u1less ' the releva~,~ assumptions are changed. 
The idea is still. prevalent that f::~e pupil 1s an' 
empty jar wai.-ting tQ be filied, an' i.nnocent'. This empty' 
jar concept was useful in the early days of un~versal 
ec;cation but recent studies of chHd development, 
" 
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I. 
especially those of P~aget give uS ,a different picture from 
that of ~n~ empty jar. Piaget percei~eS ' 6f ~ m~d that, at, 
whatever level of de"'lelopment · and however ignorant of the? 
substance of wJ:!at' is to be taught,' is already furnished 
, . 
- '~ 
with ideas or concepts or attitudes" some of which may 
stand 'in the . way of ,. respOnding t'~ ~ew knowle~ge in a simple . . 
I 
open'recelltive way. - ,The l .e·arne, iS,nota passive l;ecePtable, 
. ' . . . . . " . " - . . 
,but always has to u,ndertake consi~e~able work to . rearrange 
4 
the furniture of '.the mind t ,o accommodate' .new material; the 
• 
difficul ties ax:e ,idiosyncratic " and not easily understood ~ 
The following quotation from R~D. Lainqs I Knots seems to 
1 
I · 
. . 
aptly .express the consequent difficulties of communication, 
, / 
and understanding: 
"'" I don I t ~know what it is I don I t know, 
" and yet'am supposed to know, ~ and '1 feel I look stupi,d . . 
.... 
if I ' seem bo~h not to ~w it.. ' 
and not to know what it is I do,n I t know 
Therefore I pretend to kn it. I 
~ , ,~ 
This "is ner,ve';'rackipg , . .; • 
since I don I t know what I must pr.etend to kn'ow. (I') Therefore I pretend to know everything. 
You may know what I don I t know, but' no[,: 
that I don I t know .It, 
and I can't.- tell you. So you will ha-v to 
te11 ~e .,eve:r:1hi.ng. 21 , "-
In human commun ' ca tion the message received may be 
,1'\' '-..... 
'" very different from tHa intended by ~he se~der.-, This can 
~ 0 . ~~ 
be doubly so if an assumption as to ability, interest;, 
. ' . 
ciarity of message,' ability anCS\on to seeming inflnH.y, as 
• ...:. ,.- t • . _ • 
made regarding a~y . of .the sender, recei vat" or message • 
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of this~strategy. The ~cronym SQ~R represents the 4 : ste~~ 
in th~ method: 
~ 
. \ 
. . ' ~ . 
S for . Survey~- read tORie 'headings and 
J,. summary, Q. ·fo~ .. Ques'tibn ... turn topic. 
head~ngs into qu~sti~9S, : R for Read to 
anSWer the q~estl~ns, R for Recite -
try to t~call tge answers to ,~e • 
questions' without looking -back at the , '. 
tex}., ·' and It: for Revie\1 - oheck back" in, 
the, t:~xt .to ~la;i,fy:,t~~ . ah'swers y,o~3may' 
haV'e missed' or. ,a·reOoniiused about.< ' • . , , 
'. .' . " , '" , 
. . .. . . , 
. , 
Qcer the y~aFS" ~ri~ics 'of : t-hel SQ3R ~eth.6d hav~ held 
'_ • . . ' • ,... .. . .. .I" ~ . • 
' .as a' major cr;i.ti'd .. sm· .'the .'fact that ik has 'not "been researched' 
II " " I . .. " ... , . ..,. ; , .. • I • • f ' 
~ . • .... . ' · • ... 1. . \ ,........ . • . • .. ' , 
. as a. total methoq, ' eveIl; though there ~i.:; ' aJ'!\pl~ .I:esearch to 
• ' ~ I .. . " . ." .. . ' .: • t " . :~ • • ~ ~ ' .' • • ,~ " l ~ . . 
".' "~upport· ~ach ' 9,f the ,s'eparat~ stel?s ," B,ut" for . ~ny~ fearful 
, , 
, 
I 
l 
. f •. 
• ' I ' · '. t . , 
s-tudent faced 'with a .~ong> 4irfi~ui't 'text to .. r~aq the ; SQ3R " 
, . .. . 
method -P1Dvide,.s at,le~st a techni·qu.e .for get~iilg "started: 
I ... • I • . 
Howeve'r, . this p~int se~~s to he often oYet-looked. 
.O~her s~r.~tegi~·s that may b~! of use" 't6 students" in 
. '. () 
tl1e area ' oJ studY- skills ar'e , found' i 'n Han.na' s bObk, 
, . 
The 
" • • <; St~~¥ Game :~ . How to Pl~Y, and· iwin, ~i~h, st·atement.~p'ie (1.91Z) . 
which is wid~!ly, l\sed ' in stu:dy ,skill's .c'o.urses in 'health~ 
.'- , . '.' " ,. ' ~, ... 
, SCli.:~~e ,~rog~~.s(. This str~t~~y' . ~'om~~n~: ca~~oons, 
9ames~anship. and fu1"1 'page ! rest.' pe~~s' with a: method 
f • r· ;. .. · - ,' . " \ • , , 
for stud~ing .textbooks 'and ta~~ng no~es' b~at~ requi':r:;es 
students to enga-ge 1'n ha-rd thi~k-ing and · q~esti0f.1.ing.' Her 
book ~pre'sents a challenging '~:eadirl<;f method in a 'cdhtext. 
. 1... . :. ' ..'" 
. 
designed b'oth to· interest 'and relax students.: 
It • • (.. I ''' ' ~~ 
Statemettt-Pie 
.':r:equiI:es 'students ' ~o icienti,fY 'the 'statemEmt in a text or 
" f · ... ," 
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The "learner does not necessarily learn what the teacher 
aimed to teach and conversely the teacher may not teach 
what the student wished to learn. 
Strategies: Man~a1s and Materials 
Many study methods , ide,ntified by acronyms ~re " 
" . 
described 'in the manuals arid'materials used in' st;'Ydy skil·ls 
. . 
programs or'approa~hes. Each represen~s'someone~s ipter-
,: . 
"", pretation of the ba~iic' laws of lea'rn~ng 'expressed in a' 
. . . 
fC?rmula. As an example, .here are two methods 'designed to 
. 11# ''t, .. " . l o. \", " \ . 
. improve students' 'li~tening and note-~akinga~i~ity/skillS: 
'. . \ 
A.'" The' 5. ' R' s ~ . R.ecopd meaningful " 
'facts/ideas i· Reduce by summariz·ing, 
cla~ifying, and reinforcing; Recite . 
'. by 'coveri~g the notes and · .recallinf3' 
'; aloud; Reflect by thinking.abo~t; 
meaningful c:ategor.ies,; " Review by 
g~ing over your notes ' regula~ly . ' [. 
, .. . ' I 
. ~ ! ~ . , 
. B. Wreck - WQnde;:, a'pproaqh note..:t'aking 
frdm a curious trame of'· m'ind;' .Record 
by wri ting down as much of, 'w)1at t,he 
taacher says a$ possible, except. the 
repetitions and,digressions; . Edit as 
\ soon as possible, condensing notes in 
.a, sQparate : ;notebook; Correlate ' by 
comparing , your condensed notes with 
nates and inf6rmatio~ .from.the .texts; 
Keep and.review your notes periodically co 
to' ,ertsure retentibn. 22 ., 
• 
. " 
, '.Ji"""1'he textbook-reaaing' ,m~~od taught mos.t widely' ~n" 
I ' .. " 
s.tudY ' skiils progr~ms . is th,e :~ S03Rin~tliod, ' dev~loped ' by 
.. . . , . 
, :- Frarik ,Robinson ,of oh~ .'State"'uni',:,~·rs~'tY·.,N~a:~':L; _ '~ll ,4u?y. 
skills: 'b~~~S pUbli:Shed 'since the 1940' $, ~uggest 'tha~ ,.-
" ,, ' , . 
'. ~tudents :use Sp3R ,or at ' least present, .. some 'modification' 
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lecture and separate ' i~ , fro~ the PIE, which means classify-
ing ideas into Pr.oof, Information and Examples. 
When applying , t~ese strategies instructors/t~achers 
-
have ,traditionally made use' of peers as study skills 
, counselors 'to hel'p other , s,tl:id~nts ,master these , m;thods. 
( • t . " ' •• 
Study skillS, programs have . ,~i-~toricallY : accepted stude:nt1 ' 
• ", • • I -. ~ ~. ; \ 
aides', and t 'ra ±,n ed, them as, pee~' co,~n~elo~s ' both because 
'.~ . . . , .;, ! . ~., . " 0 '" 
,students r~spoJld well 'to pee.~ help~rs "and since those who 
. I: '. , , .' \ " , '. ' . 
J 
'have completed the skills prQg~al1\ thernse,lves ' Pf6vi?~, a 
c9nven'ient and rnotiv,~ted poo'l ' ,to : help ~~o~e other.!:! 'who need 
~ , • " " , Q 
I, 
h.el:p: , 
, 
" ' 
, . 
, . 
.. 
',', ,Articles by Jac'kson and Van Zoost' (19,74), ,25 . 
, " " ,', ,,' , ' ' , 
.. ' 'I, ' , " 26 " 27 
Johnson-pavl.dson and MCCarthy ,( 3:977), '. Newrn~n (1971), 
'ROSS (Y972) 28 and"Ylithas, (1971) 29 descr;ib~ tYPica~ programs 
" 
that use peer counl;>elOrs, while Adams: and Stevenson (1976)30 
presE;lnt .. guidel£.~es for plajlning', -imp~ernen:ting ~nd evalu~.9 
, p~er cpunseling pr~gtarns. 
\ ' 
' I " . 
, ' 
Another st~dy ' strategy is presenbi!c:t ,ip Davidson's 
: . ~ . 
, r 
4 TiS: ', Teacher/You, 
, , .il . 
Tes,t,: Talk ahd .'J;'est ' - A, ~ysternatic \ 
Approach ' to L~ai;'ming , 31 ' Success (l~77). In - it., she pO,ints 
, , 
, ou~: that ' mOft study met~ods ~re , ,singl.e t~chn:iques that the 
. student applies to all textbooks f . whereas .:her approach 
• .. • • I 
,s~:fesses"helping ~ea~h studeni builp' a pers~,nal sy~tem ' 
\ 
" 
, cdnsistent; with his speci~l ' neelc;l~ and skills and decide how 
I I I : 
, ' 
mucn e~fort and time he ne'eds to spend , stadying' for each 
course a]ld whet~er he ' ~e~'ds' tb. develop ilew skills. 
., ,. "l ' Once a 
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student has· set up a system for evaluating the teachers' 
demands; analyzing hjs own skills, needs and time, and, 
imp~ementing a study plan, he presumably will be able to 
. ~ 
22 \ 
adap~he plan to his cO\~5es in subseq~ent terms. This, 
of course, is essentialry a task-analysis approach i~ which 
students analyze the s~ills requijed. by the teachers' 
t , 
assignments and methods. \ 
, .. Aside from the' previa'usly 'poted strategies ano'ther 
technique has fouqd grea~ Ipromin~nce in methods to imprOve 
, Ik <I" 
stud~nts' study skills. This technique is that of Behavior 
" . 
- MOdifica'tion. 
I 
Behavior modification techniques, from their inceptio~ 
• have been analYted as to their utilization ability for 
• students iIt the at:ea of study skill,s. Grovernan and others 
(l975),3~ reviewing the literature on self-control approaches 
~ 
to improving study behavior, suggest that study skills 
prQgra~s include structured group counseling, 'Self-monitoring, 
, ,... 
,. 
' progres~ive relaxation, self-instruction and self-reinforcement. 
The goa~ of the structured group program is to teach students 
. 
how to use behavior' modification t~chniques to control their 
own study behavior: In self-monitorin9 the student records 
\ 
the target beha~ior - shall we say, the number of minutes he 
spends studying literature each day - over a prescribed 
length qf time - a day ~ and tries to increase his time per 
day over the period of a week. In pr9gressive relaxation, 
tense individuals learn relaxation/desensitization 
,. 
.. 
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'l,. / techniq~es along withl~fective study skills methods wnich 
would seem ' more effecti~ as a combination than relaxation 
or study skills training alone., Stimulus-control methods 
encourage students to improve concentration by conditioning 
themselves to study for longer periods. , For example, ~, i '\ 
student.s can be asked to find a comfortable place to study'~ 
each day artd to record the number of minutes ' they spend 
actually concentrating. 
,\ 
~ 
If , they find them,sel ves daydreaming 
they are to get up and leave. At first students may find 
that they are able to concentrate for only v~y short spans 
of time, but gra~ students ' should be ,able to condition 
. 
themse~ves to conc~ntrate on study for ~onger periods of 
( 
time. 
Generally, however, there are hundreds of study 
skills books and materials on the market r~nging from v&ry 
effective and applicable to st~dents needs to, multimedia, 
I ' 
activity based, self-instructio~al programs ~uch as ~ist 
" 
and Adams, 'You Can Learn to Learn' (1978).33 Mos't, however, 
are dire~ted at' th~ college student and. must be reinter-' 
I 
preted in light of~ the' present needs of our school.,age ' 
~ "" .:~ \ ~ - ~ 
" learners. , But / there are, on the market, books to meet 
almost any need and ,learning style and a quick gl~nce at 
some of the titl~s suggests the range of , styles and methbds 
available. 
\ 
A~SO, in self-instructional methods, studepts are 
, . , f 
trained to say positive things to themselves such as 'I 
,'I 
--------:jf' -
\ 
. , 
.. 
" , 
i \ 
\
1 
I' -
• 
.. 
, , ' 
.: 
know tha~ if I study hard I'ca~ imprO~e,my marks, so I'd 
~etter get started', and thus help eliminate negative 
24 • 
, ./ \ 
thoughts. Another method called "self-rein~orcement" r: 
, " . 
requires students to select ~ reward for completing a stu y 
goal. Wark {l967)34 and Wark a~d ;ohnson '(1969)35 report 
case studies· in which self-reinforcement techniques w~re 
used. 
Finally, ~ppleton (1967)36 suggests that S~dy 
problems and difficulties in concentration stem fro~ the 
r ... • 
need to turn away from pleasurable act'i~ties and study 
. . 
alone. He postulates that denial affect is required at 
exam time in order to study and th?t other defense mechanisms 
such as isolation and intellec~ualization are usef~l ~or 
. \ . . . 
s-ustained concentration. He 'notes that one way. 'studeri'ts 
have found~to ~ugment sensory input as well as providing 
companionship is the study date. But for most students, 
the lonely arduous t.ask of. studying demands both high 
motiva,tion and the elimination'of. such distractions. as 
socializing. 
It ~ .this con9~pt, this high motivation, which now 
demands an audience and present at~ention. So, from here 
. we now move away from the phy~ical.aspects of study skills, 
the terms, the techniques, methods and strategies into one 
of a .f,i.·xed density. 
This area I have termed· 'The Intangibles'. 
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From experience over the past decade, from my fellow 
teachers, from the literature reflecting the hopefulness, 
implementation and the non-applicability resultant from our 
present approach to study skills and learn~ng,in general as 
well \s, most importantly, contact over the p'ast decade 
with ' sl"ow-learners', it has come to l:i:ght t~at there is : , 
... 
still something 'missing fJ::'om the area of s'~_iIIS and 
study , skills application. As well there appears to be 
, , ' . 
s~mething lacking fro~our approach as specific to these 
skills implementation in our educational endeavor. 
This 'so~ething missing' then is the topic tq which 
this ~ection of the paper is directed. S This directi~n is 
n9t bo be taken as a panacea ~or all the ills afflicting us 
in education, but r~ther presen~ed m~~ as a questioning 
thought to provoke an idea that there may still be way~ of 
viewing that have not as y$-t: .. been ,entrenched or educationally 
a9cepted which ~ay be more appropriate to our learners of 
r today. 
<, 1'1/ 
Consequently,. this paper accept,s , the concept of study 
skills as they are, has defined and restated them,as they 
", 
appear in the literature and shall now attempt to deal with 
a new categorical approach entitled 'The Humanistic Approach' 
, ! , , • 
which shall incorpora~e into itself a section called 'the 
Intangibles I. This section shall form the basis for this 
new approach as well as provide some insight into the need 
'''.' 
l 
- { 
I 
, , 
'" 
, 
; 
.t 
, 
': 
5 
... 
for such a novel approach. A presentation of this -basic 
humanistic app~oach shall also be presented which has as 
its key element a repositioning of the individual learner 
29 
to that of being the aQsolute center of this process called 
education. This novel approach, The Humanistic Approach to 
Education will e'ncompass all three areas listed u,nder the 
Intang'ibles: A. Self-concept, B. Motivatiori, C. Thinking. 
HistoriccHly, study skills have generall¥ encompassed 
, , - " 
certain def~i ti veiy. qlear cut '"aspects or comp0!lents as has 
bee~ stated'previousiy. But, w~th our 'knowledge explosion of 
the ~ast few , decades there has been presented to , our society 
: 
many new and divergent approaches to knowledge acqui~ition 
- ' , and knowledge generation,that many traditional approaches, 
• whiqh are still embodied in our school sy~tem~ seem unable 
, , 
or perhaps unwilling to explore and maintain as new levels 
of consciousness. These new approaches may' allbw and even 
encourage learners'toeffectively deal with this great 
.. 
knowl'edge explosion of our time. Present methods ahd 
approaches to study, study skills and general knowledge 
acquisition are such that they do not allow for the catering 
to'or the maximizing of the potffntialities of each learner. 
Something of great momel1t appears to be missing! 
This is especially so when one real~zes ~hat g~ven ~he 
pretent standard of 'knowledge acquisition tech~iques t~at 
today's educators have at their disposal, coupled 'with! the • 
J 
knowledgeable strides that have been achieved in the 
.' 
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" consciousness of the pu~lic as to the 'need' to learn, t 
one is left with the very nagging question of, "Why do 
... 
so .. 
'\ 
many of eur learners develop into such poor academic \ 
achiever:t" The problem that this ~uestion imPlies, may have) 
at its root a misglaced or missing attitudinal comp~nent or I 
"approach t~' the area 'of study'ski11s as is presently embodied 
, jon ou):' educ.at.i:onal 'approaches ' today. " It is this POSSibl~,. 
miss~pg attitudinal compopent that I have termed ~he . 
Intan!gibles. 
I • 
This are<:l ot 'The Intangib'l~s' '. consists specifi'cally 
" of ~~ree basic sub-headings, all encompassed in one pervasive-
intellectual approach-to both' learners and education, that of 
humanism or more appropriately a Humanistio Approach to 
Learners. ., " 
In diagram form then, this is how the approach is 
envisioned: 
, 
" 
(I. 
, ' 
Se'lf-Concept 
\ , 
l 
, 
r; 
, 
--------------~----------------------
I 
-
, , 
I 
I . i. / : ! ' 
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I I • 
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This concept ~s such that all three sub-headings ' or 
categories are locked together in a reverse triangular 
relationship in that the most important element, the abili~y • 
~ to think - which h~s a basis in the very questioning nature 
of children - has to be relearned as' a learner progresses 
· through his S9hOOlin~. 1 A careful scrutiny of our ' educational . , 
. ' . . , : . ·f,--' 
system' indicates .~hat in schooling the young learner, who 
· comes to educatIon. at. such ~ tender age, already" posses~es a 
. . 
most. natural i.nquisit.iveness ~hicn after but a very brief 
period o£years in :~dhq~lseems .to atrophy and disappear. 
Why .is .this so?' 
t~in9us 'as there 
The' .a~swers, ' unfortunately ,are as roul ti-
. ' . '. ,,' 
are learrters. a~d . educators. ao~eveI, it 
is the c'ontentiori of this .wr,t ter that in large mep.su:r:e it is 
due to this missing . e~eme~t 'or t~e 'm{ssi;g intang1ples' to 
; 
which this se'etion of the paper is directed. 
. ' 
This reversal form of. the tr~angular configuration 
. of the three SUb-ho.adings. s~lf-concept. JOOt.ivuj0n and 
• thinking is in · itself ~l'ne,xample of the problem-solving' 
~ -
· approach whic~ seems to be artother missing component in. 
learning and. learner study sktlls. Indeed, to view any 
~ne S1.t:heading : the oth~s Inust be considered and to be 
abl~ to even cOnsider eicher one as embodying something 
that is lacking in their (our) specific intentional J 
d~finition, th~n one must of necessity be able to view' thi{' 
learner in a manner somewhat divergent from the generally 
.. 
a~oepted manner in which 1;:oda~' s sohool and spe,cifically, 
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to~y I'. 'leatners are viewed. This new viewing' of the 
learner, coupled with this approach of humanism is merely 
, 
a renewal or ,return to the iaea of our ~arlY Greek 
influences which viewed the learner as the essential, 
element in knowledge acquisition. 
( 
This view or approach - the Humanistic, view - is 
32 
" , 
'\ 
, .-
definitely no~ new, but i~ light of our accomplishments , in ~ 
, 
", the psychology of thinking (cqgnition) behavior or' ~ngel'l'eral 
,:) 
social psychology coupled with all the inroags and insights 
achieved in our viewing of human nature afforded us from ali 
the social sciences and educ~tion, we 'may no~ be bett~r able 
as'educators to realistically approach the learner'as a 
\ J 
unique individual. Consequent to this may be one more method 
to heip each child toward an education' that will prepare him 
to +ive life in our ti~t.o the ultimate "levels of his 
lhysical r social and intell-ectual capabilitie~. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE INTANGIBLES 
A. Self-Concept 
'" 
'0( , This sect~on of the paper shall: deal w-,{th , the three 
) 
, 'compo~ents ent~ t~~d the ",ln~ngib~es" se1f-C6~ci~p~; 
.. I . , • • . 
Motivation and Thinking. The~e ', are topi',Cs abou't , whicl1 
"" , , .' ' . . .' " ," ~ 
schools sho'w ,Ii ttle concern, or : relegate ' ,them' to tl'iegrey 
. .' I I .. ... . '" . ' ~ , " ' I . ~ 
areas' of 'they belong: to the s,t~qent' or " they",'are 'his/her 
, .. , .; , 
ultimat~~responsibilitY'. This'~an ' be:acce~ted as being 
. . .. 
> 1 ' 
true enough, but ,the stuc:ient as ' such must' be. presente?- with; 
" 
, , 
both the opportunity·and the ' wh~rewithal to be able to 
lfandle these appli.cable, cqncepts .• 
As a point of refe:r:en'ce, ,the starting point shaLl be a 
develop'mental definition:of intelligence: 
Intel~igexfce: is t~'e ability~to undeJ;'sta~d 
ideas apd , to utilize .symbols in the . 
solution of intellectual problems, :,This 
ability , is ,~ punction of' the total , . 
p,ersonali ty a}1d is inta~~ovenwi th . and " 
interdependent upon other parts of the 
personality. It is affected ,.by presEmt: 
feelings and motives, !:last .experience,s, 
" 
, and erlvironmenral ba~k9rC?und "" a:l1:d C'uitur~. 'l 
One 'can, readily' see th~t 'int~liigen~e , i~ not a thing 'on its. 
., " . . 
own but is an element of the total pe,rson : ~n~ is ~on'seqUentlY 
. . ". . ' 
dependent for :i, ts oPtimUIt\.{f'UnC~~q~ihg upon the ~well-be:!.ng , of 
the wholfa person,. This, 'consists of all three asp~p,ts of the 
, 
person 1 mental, physical and social~ lritel~igence 'is not a 
. G,' . . ' I 
single element thatfunctibns in mo~~nt'ary ~sol'ati6n apar-t , 
",.. ' . 
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\ 
from all t'he' element·s that constitute. the total 13~r~on, 
" , , 
including al.l past l,.earning' e~pe~ieO'ces. ' , 
that 
. It is ,~h~S ' alspec.t of intellige~ce., .\t~e be~ief 
it can be's:eparated from the whole person, that \ seems to be 
pervasive as, a functioning"belief in' many ' schools today. 
0. ... . ... ... •• 
,What' doeS. th.i,s sugg~t, ~oJ' us?' : B'as1cally, , inteill~e.~ce 
• ' , . ' .' ' • ' '6 " " .:' .:.' , I :'" " 0', b , 
ip treat!~d as , an .i::>olat,eQ.~, elemeflt, and 'ret . ~r~'sen~ 
" 
I &. . .. .' \ • 
knOW~edge w~uldh;'ve uS '1! ,Vf~W' it , in , ~.~~, ~a~~:r.' then ' . 
I indeed .w~ ' may q~ " a,ble .. to;: s~e ~'. root ... to the problems f~cing J . 
our 'learners". ~.i,ven · th~t\t:his :~a'y'~b~', so; th'e~" o?- \;gic4' - ~ . 
• • ' : t '. ' 1 . C. .. 
;off shoot! ",would be i. H~W ' tben.' is' ~lle i,ndividua'l 'viewed and 
: .; : 
." ' . 
treated? ' :Sadly, 't~e id~a!'i 0(' tpe learner as 'a self-
~ . o· . ' , , • • I " 
generating entity pos!;!essi'ng ' a self-concept is~lso often" 
.' '. <J ' " , } ' .'
. ,- . 
. • relegated to the $phe.Te:·of 'things ':that-belongi:n university · 
• • ' I • ~ '" 
classes. ' 
Yet, self-concept ' is: 'just, th~t;, a concept of the self 
, ' ~. _ t , ' , .. 
and is viewed as an integra~ ~spect of the indi;idl;lal's 
~ grpw,~h :,pohe"nti~l by ~an~. ?s~c'hOlog{sts 'an~' ~ducationists·. 
The self,COn'i!ep:/ is the ac;reen through which ' a\'. per~on ~iews', 
lJis exp~\iehce.~ _ and int.er~~.¢t~ and evaluates othe!, It i; ' 
pot a fixe ~ity but '. is:.- one t ,hat through ' the s udent' s 
. ..' ~ 
.' 'life ' b!-co~es ~'fi.fl~enCf!d Qoth ·ilY .a positive a~ n gative 
." , . ~an~~r'~ " ',~ ' Th\e ('tX? , iti"7 .. ~~pe~iericeS that •. a l .earner encounters 
. can bots't,er :it, while negative ~xperience's ca~ just 'as 
. , ... . .' ' ,. , . 
," . " 
easi,ly' • hinder.' it. ' Thus au'!: self-concept 'is simply the way 
• I " , 
in whi:ch\: we ' seean~ iee;J;' ab~ut ourselves. 
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It is this viewing and seeing of ourselves that is 
both the hope for development in learners and at the same 
. . . 
time Gne of the major Areas where learned dis functioning 
~s occurring. For it is here in this area of how the 
.. 
learner views, hianself that a strong influence is exerted on 
methods of acquisition of knowledge. From How to Study 
Successfully: 
'. 
A personal " problem that plagues many 
s,tudents with study difficulties is 
a feeling of inferiority or 
ihadequacy. Such students see 
themselves as dull, lazy or poor 
s,budents. No wonder they study 
'poorly, since it is a common 
psychological princip~e that peoPbe 
tend to act as they feel and as they 
picture themselves. 2 
Is the learner to be treated as subject or object? The more 
1'- ' 
the learner experience~ ' in subject terms the more his view 
·of · himself and of the world will seem as potentially vali~ 
, 
as that of anyone else. While he will naturally react to 
the world ~o~nd him, the realization of the bapability of 
'modifying ehose reactiOns ' ~hich 'are' unpleasant is 'present 
and he is the~ able to exert so~e measure of influence on 
. 
t • ~ • . 
the world. ,Conversely. tl1e more 'he experienges himself in 
, 
, 
an. obj¢ct 'sense,' the mO,re ,he begins to perceive himself "'":-
., , , ; . ~ 
"from the outside and ' ao process begins'df defining ' himself 
} 
in terms of how o~hers see.him and ~ossib~yrno~e 
, \ 
i~portantl~) ,in terms of his ,meanj,,ng' for the~. The problem 
here is simply th~t the person, ',as he experiences." leBs and 
• J • ' • I ' i ' 
less contact with his subj~ct side, begins ,to view himself 
" .. 
~ , 
J 
".; 
f 
,! 
i 
! 
• 
---
\ 
\ 
as an object who is act?d upon and done to. Conceivably 
then, it is \ but a ve~y short step to viewing himself as , 
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having an essence that is fixed and that has been primarily 
created and determined by external forces. E. Keen describes 
this self-as-subject, self-as-object in this way: 
• 
The experience of what I am is at times 
dwarfed by the experience that I am. 
This is a second, entirely-niW sort of 
self-experience. Rather than viewing 
myself as an object of my self conscious 
scrutiny, I am now living the part of a ~ 
Viewer, the subject Q~ the act, 'I-see-me.' 
The 'I' experience does not contain 
attributes, ,charac.teristics and traits, 
as the 'mej experience does. Rather than 
being experi'enced as a fixed entity, the 
'I' is experienced as a dynamic, open-
ended activity without the stability of the 
me-as-object, i.e., without an essence. 
The 'I' is pure existe~ce, . noteworthy 
becau~e it is, not because it is such and 
such. 
. Further, according to humanistic personality theorist Gordon 
Allport: , 
.••. Human beings have an essential, core 
or being that integrates their seemingly 
isolated traits into a unique, patterned 
whole which gives each of them their own, 
never-to-be repeated character. • •• In 
this holistic conception, none of our 
outstanding characteristics or· traits 
(includihg ln~elligence) can be isolated 
from any othel' because they are. dynamically 
interrelated. To leave out the central 
organize'r, core, or I self-concept' is to 4 
leave human beings fragmented and hollow. 
. 11 
" 
Unfortunately though, this has been and continues 'to 
be the case. If we could stop both ignoring the need for a 
frontal ~ssauit on the problems .facing the lea~ner and 
dealing individually and cornprehensive~y ~ith this area of 
\ 
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the l€arner's realm - the self~image, then may we well be 
, 
a~le to view a change 
attainment that we so 
bluntly states: 
in learning situations and knowledge 
. /. 
badly ,strive for. As Liam Hudson so 
It is on our own areas of smugness and 
concep~ual laziness that we wpuld . be 
wise to'dwell ...• Among these, I strongly 
suspect, is the assumptitm tn'at/-as parents 
or teachers, the use of moral rather than 
factual/categories should be taboo. To 
treat the child in terms of the external 
causes thai play pon him is half~way to ' 
envisagi him a 'cog i and to treat .,him 
as a 'cog m e .than half-way towards 
ceasing to- re in any profound or personal 
way about him.S 
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... 
And if we as educators f9rfeit ~his caring for . the individual, 
what then are we saying to the learner if not, "you as an 
active individual entity are not really .that imRortant, you 
are just a cog,,?6 Do we not them affect the learner,' s 
self-image? Must we not ultima~ely take major re~ponsiDility 
for the resHltant , effect on the learner? Again in the words • 
of Hu~on, ~ 
To see the individual as passive - either 
as the victim of events that lie outside 
himself, or as a mere knot of sensations -
we strip the individual of his special 
status as ~n ~ent: someone who makes' 
s~nse of ~irnseI and the world around 
him, and then ts in the light of the 
sense he lnAkes. ;. 
This overlooked area of t~acher-school-Iearner inter-
action is one wherein "personal knowledge"a could most 
conceivab~ be rnad~, 'but riot with great input of monies, 
materials and resources. This "personal knowledge,,9 could 
( .... 
':"\ .. 
I 
I 
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, 
be simp,ly qccomplished by a straightforward act oI'l the part 
o~ educators. This act would be a reassessment of their 
role and relationship to the learner and not to any extetnal 
\. criteria. This act would be of itself a Ire-evaluation of 
priorities I. 
We £anno~ alter the past, but we may have a most 
profound effec± on the future. (This work situation shan 
be dealt with in Part III" A H~anistic Approach to 
Education~) Hqwever, for the time being, the a9tuality is 
that the first step in our dealinge with young learners is 
to. accept a conscious regard for one aspect of the individual 
. -' 
learner, his self-image. We must begin with the desire to 
help. in the formation of self-actualizing, free thinking 
individuals capable of making decisiOn~, while giving them 
the strength and encouragement to' live with the consequences. 
To quote Eric Klinger: . 
Insofar as ohe wishes to create individuals 
with the largest possible sphere of inner 
freedom., the way to do is to teach people' 
quite explicitly the techniques they might 
use to free themselves. Such ' education 
would acquaint thaM witn the widest 
possible array of human possibiliti~s, 
tra~n them in the c~pacity to analyze and 
to think through the consequences of their 
value choices and teach them t6 teach 
t~emselves the skills for goal-striving 
~hat they may need later but cannot 
. anticipate now. lO 
The right to choose must belong to the ·individual.f i~.±s 
his right not only to be right but also ~o, be wrong. As 
long a~ they - tpe learners - have some control over their 
own destinies, then freedom can prevail. , 
I 
t 
\ . 
I 
I 
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To attain freedom, one must of necessity be able to 
choose. But to choose one must~ have the skill of knowing 
the hows and whats. To acquire any skill requires practice, 
and it is here where the school must present to the learner 
the opportuni ~y to make clioices and to help 'the learner 
refl~ct on choices, methods and consequences of choices as 
well as how to assess before acting. 
Behavior or action which forces others into inferior 
~ositions. and portrays these conditions ·as ' unalterable and 
na~ural is characterized by individual psychologists as 
"authori ty". The effect of authority is to add to feelings 
of inferiority and feelings of subjugatidn. That ~lone 
. would be enough to prove the harmfulness of authoritarian 
.attitudes. llp These feelings of inferiority'f,n situations 
wherein one finds oneself daily can have but one possible 
Joutcome: a reduction in positive self-image and a rise in a 
negative one with its inherent negative .consequences. 
. '" 
.. tmagine, over great periods of schooling, what dev.:a:stating 
eff~cts this must have on learners who through the various 
acts of 'casuality, socia-economic status, parent neglect, • 
, " 
teacher preference, teacher prej~dice, medical disabil~ty, 
. . 
physique and so on- start out by being considered· ana tr~ated 
as 'not quite up to ~ar'. As tim.e rei.nforces this aspect of 
their life, how can they but grow more negative? 
Fortunately a humanistic approach does allow both· 
~he learner and the educator to escape from the bind of this 
_ ._._' .H ..... ~. ~. __ _ ~_ 
i 
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I 
~ 
insipid dehumanism which is all too frequent in sc~ooling. 
We must ourselves give to others - the learners - what we 
40 
'would most wish for ourselves: the ability to freely think 
and act, ~o choose. b 
In ~940, Dr. Kurt Goldstein (in Human Nature), in 
the light of psychopathology, concluded that onels v~ry 
basic h~an motivation is directed toward unity -and wholeness. 
A sim~r idea w~s embodied in .the work of such other 
phenomenologically a~d humanistically oriented per~onality 
, ' , 
theoris.ts as Gordon Allport, AQraham MaSlow and Carl Rogers: 
These theorists saw the strivings for 
unity first emphasized by Goldstein as 
embodying a search for what they at 
' times called "self-actuarization" -
self-actualization being a.proces~ wherein 
individuals attempt to realize some of their 
unfulfilled potential, to be something more 
than they presentl~are, and in so doing. 
become more complete. 12 . • 
.. 
This of course leads us to the realization that humanism has 
at ' its base two centra'l themes which can become guides for 
I, , • 
us.' the educators, who wish Ito move outside the , PFesent view 
of education and more into the arena that ~iews the l~arner 
as an essential entity., These two basic1themes are:, ' 
A. ,man I s essential wholeness ... 
Br his/her unfulfilled potential. 
It is this unfulfilled potential that should most 
'~ncern us and not Liam Hudsonls·'cog"mentality. We must 
do much more than merely realize that the learner is unique 
and that his self-image is an essential aspect of s~nooling 
To deal responsibly w£th the learner we must 
--------.,-..---- ._---- ., . 
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"-
live this respect for the individual. 
As a first step, an awareness of the, esse~tiality of 
the self-concept as an"active functioning aspect that should 
ndt ,be stricken from the ltarna"r is nec,essary. But it must 
jJe' ,dynamically encouraged as a'most important first s,tep in 
( 
a 'positive manner towards the learner- attpining a more 
, , 
complete conce~tualiza~an o~ understanding and learni~. For 
thi'nking and self-creating a~e .. ' \ 
inseparable .~ •• Human fre~om jnvolves ' 
our capacity to pause between , stimul us '. 
and response and, in that pause to choose 
the one response to¥ard which we wish~to 
throw our "weight. The 'capacity to create 
~ursel~es, based upon this ·treedom; 'is 
insep~rable from consciousn:ess or self- , 
awareness. 13 , , .~ 
: ' . 
\ It appears· that it is here, in the aFea of the sel f-
concept .o·f the individual tqat' ,we as educators must put our 
emphasis, coupled with a desire' to help tlle learner g,ain 
Polanyi's "personal knowledge" - the idea that knowledge is 
not something external to oneself but something to be 
ab~orbed and incorporated into one's own world view. 
r-As tohe following statement indica.tes, 
~ , 
We may someday dijcover "'tne on.e right and. 
universal ' way of presenting the world so 
as to guarantee compreh~nsion, .. retention, 
and the power of generalization to new 
instances, but:until that day' teachers are 
going to have to improvise, diagnose, 
analyze, and intuit to find new ways to 
open each 'individual's senses and unde~ ' 
standing. to the marvels of reality. ' Sf' ce 
a~ult understanding is far from perfect, 
we also have to bear 'in mind that sorneti ~s 
the children's discoveries and insights ~tll 
outrun our own, and we have tq be prepared 
tb lIsten carefully and tQ learn 'from the 
children tnemselves. l4 
'" ';t 
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We must ourselves become 'learners. We must learn from the 
children, for who better is there to teach us, we who are 
the most receptive to the ideas of learning, we who spend 
our lives dealing with understanding, we who iive the 
the'ories of learning? 
If we become receptive, ourselves; , if we tune our 
I 
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abilities to perceive, if we livB our life as we would have 
our le,arners ' do, can 1;hey 'l1ot but be in'fluenced in'li;ke 
- \ 
manner? The. contention is, that to respect fully th~ 
learner's self-~oncept we must firstly revalue or even 
revisit our own. Should our own be lacking, how can we give " 
positiveness to those of our ,learner~1 We who are ultimately 
responsible for so much life and learning of the learners 
IT\ust be prepared to interact and guide ', and' how can we, if 
we ourselves are rigid, structured and bound by our past 
indoctrinations? 
, 
To \eaCh others ond must first become a learner, 
\ . 
capable o~ the, insights necessary to perceive not only 
. . 
ourselves but the uniqueness of our situation in all its 
ramifications. We can help create, but we can just as 
assuredly an~ as easily destroy. We can destroy by our 
sily'as by our conscious acts. If we do 
consciously maintain a belief in the 
, ! 
iqueness of'each individual learner ,and his 
c mplete education then we slip Into the'role 
figure closeted in the self-righteousness 
power. 
.. 
, I 
~ 
'" 
, 
\ 
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Once we have achieved an insight into the absolute 
veraci ty ef tpe learner' ~ unique self-concept, once we have 
judged eurselves, once we reali~e that to be 'able to 
• 
perceive the learner as unique, only the~ may we be able 
to view ourselves as such. Then may· we be able to. real~y 
. get down to the most serious aspect .of our profession r' 
"How can I he~p the learner to ~earn?" 
It is ~e new, with this question ringing in our 
censciousness that we move into the ne~spect , of this 
element called 'The Intangibles', that ef 'Motivation~ 
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" B. Motivation 
Schools and ' classrooms are constantlW 
making a powerful yet unconscious 
statement ab9ut motivation. They 
insist that children spend jl major i 
portion of their ·working hours eageI1 ly 
learning about . those things which 
adults decide children should know; t ' 
the kids must~ ~earn those things in an 
environment where material objects, • 
activity and social interaction matt r 
1i t tIe compared to words, books and 
p,\ssive absorption of prescribed fac s 
! and concepts. Children who do not b have 
in accordanc~ with the school',s 
established rules of condhct are lab led 
unint«;!liigent, hyperactive, ostreper ons, 
disturbed and, especially, unmotivate'P. . 
They are often accused of distracting 
. their peers, diminishing the motivatiGmal 
level of the class ' ~nd interfering with 
the teacher's ability to sustain the 
involvem.ent of the group. The origins of 
this misbehavior are attributed to 
children, and teachers often call' upon an 
arsenal of psuchological weaponry .-
admonitions, threats, guilt, special 
rewards and peer pressure - to deal wi th 
this problem. I . . . 
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Motivation ~s a force; it is more . than a mere concept . 
. 
It app~ars as a tangible entity for anyone who has observed , a 
child in unstruct ed, 
logically motiv/t ' 
free" play: All people are physio-
~ 
survive and live. Yet this same 
psychologists woulJa indicate 
as essential " a very life itself, this self-same untouchable 
'thing' has"llbeen the source of great controversy. This 
.. I 
entity has 
thoroughly 
been st,d-, researched, deb,ated, dUcussed and 
investi ed in so many pha.ses · of our l existence 
that it has taken on the mantle of acceptance to the po~nt 
of , complacency. 
I 
, 
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This general.ly hel.d belief that all one has to do 
is 'motivate' the learner is so very dangerous that the 
reSUl?s of th~ past few decades in the 'field of schooiing 
tl 
shou19 be eflo~ to' make anyone who hears this bel.ief 
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/ shudder and worry. Fat this very institutionalized belief i 
/ / can often lea~:'to a mutilat)on of the spirit that the young 
learner brings to the doorsteps of the schooling time in 
" 
which he must partake. As Charies Silberman once stati~': 
,The m01it deadly of all Possible s~ns 
, 
is the mutil.ation of a child' ,s spirit. 
It is not possible to spend any 
prolonged,-period visiting schools' 
classrooms without being appalled by the 
mutilation visible everywhere - mutilation 
of spontaneity'~'of joy , in learning, of' 
pleasure in creating, of sense of self. 
The schools - those "killers ~reams" -
are, the kind of institution one cannot 
really dislike until one gets to know 
them well. 2 
This acceptance of this idea of motivation as a 
• • 
simple aspect of education can be as devastating as that of 
not; becoming aware of 'the conce'pt in actual practice to the 
i 
learner. Schools are merely as good arid as aware as the' 
people who work _there. But; if this gr.oup alloJis itself 
'to accept at face value this one mode of perceiving the 
.. 
concept 01; motivatiqn then a dangerous situation is at hand. I "1' 
As L.W: Bixby puts . it, 
Education can' be tyrannical. Educators 
- teachers and administrators - pro~ss 
a love of children as a rationale f" 
despot'ic overloading of youth~t_ , it 
is easier to love children, than to l.ove 
, a child. Some of the most 'dedicated" 
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Now, how' can a learner, then, actually . demand as a, 
• 
right 'an education' if ' those in whose c~ and intellectual 
feeding he i~ placed are neither suited nor fully involved 
in giving thJ,s motivational ~are? Obviously he cannot! ) 
Happily , thoU9h, our ,education sys,tern is one based on hope. 
Hope that the vast majority 'of those \tIhd are educated as 
• teachers will sdtnehow be ~xceptional at thei~ tasks of 
dealing with learners. Unfortunately however, this . is not 
, " 
the reality. Some teachers ,are ' exceptional, sbme ' good, some 
adequa te, some unintereSted, some. ' hopelesV an~ sOf!le 
dangerous. 
This leads us thep, in this 'area' of motivation and 
, . 
schooling itself. As Ivan Illich pointed, ou~ i ,n, On Education, 
n A second .. maJor ~llusion on which t.he school system re,sts is 
that mos.t learbng is tpe resu.lt of te~ching." Schools 'have 
• ' ! . . 
, 
f011 too long been viewed as 'the' place, of ' learning and in 
, ' ~ 
~sence ' then' b~en placed on a pedes~'al ; in an "ivory, tower • 
. . 
I LearnerS iearnfrom experiences. T~ quote Jean Piaget: 
I' 
,'-. 
, Experi.ence .is alway.s necessary ,for . 
intellectual ' deveio'pment. • • • But I fear 
. that We may fall into' the illusion that 
being submitted to an ,experience - ~ 
de~onstrati~n -:. is ~ufficient, for·a 
,sUbject to disengage the str~cture . 
involved. But more t.han this is .required. 
The ,subject must be ' active, must 'transf.orm 
things, and find the s,truc:ttire of his "own , 
' actions on.: the objects, 5 
t ,J , ':';' , 
" When we first eiicounter~ the term ' ''moti~atio~ it is · 
used 'in ' reference to ·t~e ,beii~f, ~ it is s'binet~ing to ~e , : 
, used to prod a laizy ' individ'~al - , or wors'e, a bright ~t ,lazy 
.. , : 
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~ 
teaclling systems of our day are , 
genuinely inte~ded for the service df 
childre'n, yet they function on pride 
in petty rules and an autocratic 
insistence on dull and archaic 'iearning' 
methods.,3 
Unfortunately, schools ana scllool,in'g can e,asily 
0 ' 
become institutio~s where it is easier to create the 
t\ 
illusion that learning can t~ke piace ,only. in the quiet 
. , . 
r'igid~'l.,~.tructured , ,class, bound ,.,y thr textboo~s , ~and' . 
complet~l'Y .. , c6ntro~led by,', the': overseer ' - 'the. t 'eacher . ..... The~; 
. • t • 
motivation, .tl}~O'ugh 'methodS" of encouragement, ',threat, 
punishment and ~ , on " ~a~' Q~ , passed out", ' ~~~lt ~ith.' and 
worked ' upon in· an orde'rly manner. , 'The classroom then cOn\e~' 
tQ be' the ~rea in ~~i~h.~he i~~rne~~ as ':~Ptiv~ ~udien~, 
,can be ma,nipulated' to ~o something ac~demic. \ ' ' , ' . , 
(' " ... 
But is this ,really educ~tion? Is, the learner not a 
. . ' ' ''; " . organi;~ whose fr~~ flight of fancy as 
f ' , , ' 
spontaneous, 'acttve 
a child al-lowed him eo lea~n ', so v.e~~uch even 'before. ~ 
entere4 the hallOwed halls of 1 I§! aqli ng ?: 
. , ~ .. 
Of 'course the l 'earner is, ' a~d , as_ '~iuch, ·can ,ethically 
/I 
demand, merel~ as ~ learner a:nd, fellow human, to be treated 
" 
as such, and not \0 be ~x:~str~,cted, rnol"Cted 'and have eve,ry 
, . / 
, . 
aspect 'of his ' aca'demic life 'and I'ea-rning controlled by some 
, , ' 
. , 
other. ~or ' Cowen and'Le~ state in A Sign~of change (1971), 
. ,. , , . 
• 
'''~hen a 'man whose Jcl, \,it' is, to e~u~ateeyoW\9' 'pea;le gets, to ' 
c . " 
, . 
be' a te~cher and . beoomes ', useless" .,4 
" 
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individual. Here in this 'short comment may, lie a possibility 
1/111 
as to our misdirection. Must motivation be used aS , a prod? 
If we accept that~it must, then do we not also accept as 
~ 
axiomatic that our conception oj the learner is already 
formed and that we are placing both~he student learner and 
\ 
ourselves, the teachers, in opposition? As well, since we 
accept that the'process of education is for the development 
o~ a learner's experience, life-growth and intellect are we 
not at divergent odds within our own perspective not only of 
.~ G f 
the learner and motivati~n but motivatiort and ourselves? 
Motivation, to be effectiv~,does not have to be 
taught as something outside the individual but is I.\a'ther a , 
self-maint~ined presence that all indiviqua!s ho~d to varying 
degrees. This, of course, holds true for the educator. 
MOtivation for the teacher must be a self-realized aspect 
of' his psychic make-up for, if it is. not, then how can he 
effectively de~'l~,with individuals and their handling of 
motivation if he i~ unaware, except in a'sense,of the written 
... 
word, of what the ~ctuali~ed concept actually is and how it 
atffects his and others.' behavior? This, then, is our 
miSdi?ectiOn! 
We approach, as educators, the concept of motivati.on" 
as if it were 'something" th~t we are able at~imes to 
. I ~- ~ 
brandish about for effective use in 'others' , learning. We 
• 
accept the notion that it is a tool - but nowhe're are we , 
... encouraged ' to try· ' to fully understand what it is that'we are ' . 
. -
• 
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accepting, nor .is there even a need ~o lay bare the 
essentials of motivation as it applies to ourselves before 
we include it as one more weapon in the arsenal of teacher 
preparedness. In ef,fect, our own vision of motivation is 
, 
given to·us by others who hold a view similar to that so 
\ 
far expressed and who place it in our hands to be used as 
we see fit. But never are we accountable for our use of 
this 'motivating concept' nor indeed are we ever asked, or 
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i p it demanded, that we accept .. y ' type of responsibility • 
for our possible misuse of our good in~entions. 
1';\s 'an , ' ~ndividual teacher, each person' must come to 
grips with how ' motivation i~ to be employed, but much more 
" 4r.', 
importantl~ every individual if he is even remotely. concerned 
. 
with the individuality of the learners in his care would be 
wise to re-examine his own inteznalization' o,f what the concept, 
of motiv~tion actually is. 
This is our point of skewnes~, not that motivation 
is pad, not that it is lacking in our effects as educators, 
not that we do not have the best interests of the learner. at 
I 
the hear,t of our con\iderations, ' but rather the eventuality 
of 'how this concept i~given to us, how ' we are induced to' 
use/abuse it ' and most importan,tly how it ha~, corne to b~ so 
totally de~ased as a functioning entity that jt has been 
removed 'from its realm o~ 'helper' to the individual learner 
and teacher and placed i~ the realm of a useful tool to • 
prod. 
• 
, 
I 
I" 
i 
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• 
This questioning of ourselves would further start one 
.,. 
on th~ road to self-realization and improvement or at least 
toward a reaiistic comprehending of one's self-concept and 
hopefully the resultant off-shoot of being at the very least 
more aware, if n9t better able, to perceive the 'other' with 
whom as teacher it is~r function to interact. As Harold 
, 
Entwistle states: 
••... the distinctive, ~cademic disciplines 
are merely attempts to explore, organize, 
extend and make explicit what is known, 
INTUITIVELY, about the common experiences · 
of daily life, as well as providing the 
instruments of ~elf-discipline whereby 
we develop our understanding, our 
interests~ our tastes. 6 
Education must allow for the free development of the" 
capabilities of each unique, 
this fully and realistically 
indivi~~al learner 
our ~fesent ~tance 
and to do 
on many 
~sues. bf schooling must be r~-assessed or we are merely 
going to continue to go nbwhere at all . . 
• This need not be so, this waste Of&uman potential 
to be offered as so much common f~dder when nqw at this 
mo~nt in human history we nave available to us as 
educators so very very m~ch material to se'e, preview, assess 
.. 
and use in our preparation of youth' for t;he future. '4fI"live 
in a Vrne of massive and far-reaching changes; why ,then can w~ 
not at least look to see if some of the cherished beliefs that 
we have held have not been based on premi·se s that if not 
\ 
altogether false then were or are at least inconsistent with 
... 
reality· as H. is lived outsidf,'l the enclosed <;:lassroom walls? 
~----------------~--------
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Motivation, self-concept and the reality of the 
# 
learner are aspects of a learner's existence that for far 
too long have either been taken f9r granted, viewed 
incorrectly, not viewed at all ~r used to contro~the 
learner to the extent that we have the problems in 
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education tnat we are experiencing in our society tqday. S I 
To change we must want to J -We who control , must want to 
change. We must be motivated. But how can we ' be motivated 
if we persist ,in viewing motivation as somethingtha t 
. " , s9meone~else uses to prod, move or, motivate anoth~r hUman 
being. 
We must become aware not only of the unique 
individuality'of each 'learner but also come to realize the 
uniqueness of ourselves and t~n maybe as J.B. Shaffer so 
admirably states: 
\ 
\ 
(Our) •.•• Humanistic conceptions of 
education (would) ,generally try' to 
eliminate the distinction be,tween means 
and ends, so that learning is EXPERIENCED 
as a source of pleasure in its own right, 
rather than as an instrument for competing 
~ith others or for guaranteeing one's 
social status in the future •••. to be 
able to ensure that a lesson's content is 
not divorced from its personal meaning for 
the learner. , Therefore, the teacher is 
encouraged to Bay some heed ' tothe pupil's 
emotional response to what he is learning -
here the stress is on the learneF's 
holistic need to integrate feeling with 
thought. Lastly, humanism ca~ts the 
teacher into a.catalytic, not an authoritarian 
role~. •• The more the student is viewed as 
the source and motivation of his own learning, 
in that his spontaneous cur~osity is the 
driving force behind ' what he masters and how 
well he masters it, the .more his schooling 
approaches a l)umanistic model, 'a model where 
there is consistent 'respect for Qis I 
individuality and his autonomy.? . 
I \ 
• 
• 
\ 
'\ 
\ 
t' r'\ 
'\ 
" 
" 
Then, it is quite possible with a view similar in 
orientation to that of a humanistic approach one may be 
able to view oneself and the learner in a situation of 
53 
equality of wanting to learn and outside the confrontationist 
sphere where so much education happens. Maybe then, we can 
remember as this following poem.of Ben Thompson attests to, 
a time of easy innocence and harmony: 
'-
, 
e' 
Remember as children our easy innocence 
when alive with the new ability to see 
we devoured with ' fresh eyes 
a many faceted world. 
Our un'fettered imaginations 
explored the mysterous corners 
of small-scaled universes, 
followed the paths of radiant lights 
and joyous colors . 
Harmony among .many things 
was so apparent then -
We had frogs as friends. 
Our hearts were ever open . 
to continued discovery and surprise. 8 
(Benjamin Thompson) 
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C. Thinking 
The ability to think or to conceptualize 
distinguishes man from most other animals 
in the anima~ kingdom. No normal human 
is without this cqpacity and'no other 
species is known , to possess it to the 
same degree... Our possession of meta-
reason, or the ability to conceptualize 
about concepts, carries w~h it some 
inherent limitations, howe~r. The act 
of thinking, like the act of reading, 
contin1,.1e to defy formal analys1s. While 
we maY'be able to 'read' music, 
mathematics a"nd various languages, an,d 
while we may be'nble to ' deliberately 
increase our reading skiil, we have only 
vague notions as to what the reading 
process itself entails. Similarly, 
while we may learn to think about a 
variety of topics, and while we may 
acqu~re great skill in thinking logically, 
the act of thinking remains a mystery.l 
"'-The area of critical thinking is another' of those 
\ 
rather intangible areas that we in education give various 
. 
~esponses to, ranging from 'Everyone knows what thinking 
55 
is. ", to 'I f the psychologists don't know theh . why should I 
bother about it at all?' HOW can we as educators of the 
, . 
rearners deal effectively and .efficiently wi~h knowledge 
~ acquisition, and learning if al~aie ignorant of the, process 
that is the absolute base,on w~iCh learning resides, that ' 
of thinki~, let alone critical thinking? Eiferience has 
directly indicated and reading has COll~rated the belief 
that ou·r · education system as it pre-sently functions does 
not deal in;an effective manner with the issue, place, or 
proper function of thinking as it applies to all aspects .of 
, ' 
--...--------------------
\ . 
" 
I 
I j 
, 
\ . 
/ 
ner and our teaching. This may be so for a great 
reasons not th~ least of which is .lack of 
I 
exposure '-prospective teachers to this at times mystifying 
thinking a 
of the min 
education. 
questions 
How can 1 
thinking. This may as well be so since 
entity itself is shrouded in the mysteries 
But, the mind is essential to 6ur purpose. 
functionings ~re the things that make for 
,I 
one is faced not with answers but 
really understand 
hard as possible. What is Thin~~ni? 
with this area? Am I able ~ 
and whys of this most diverse " 
concept? Where can the appropriate information to 
help in my guidance? , and more questions. But, 
finally the air is being nd possibilities, if not 
answers, are forthcoming rea -' of study and research 
whic.h encompasses just such questions and a multitude of 
others within its grasp and proceeds to deal most 
effectively with them' ,all: This is the area of Cognition. 
'\ 
But for our present purpose I merel~ state that the C9ncep~ 
of thinking which we in education continue to USe as if it 
were an internalized item in all of us, is not as simple or 
; , 
, ' as eas~ly an 'understood concept as'we have allowed ourselves 
to assume. As well, and coupled with this ,assumption is the 
corollary belief that thinking is som~thing both simple 
and natural. We seem to accept that every learner must 
.. 
\ 
t 
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possess this functional ability if not to the same level 
then at least close to each other or 'they' are just not 
lusing this given ability. 
It is here in these assumptions that I now wish to 
discuss, not in how one actually thinks but rather in how we 
now perceive this ability. Experience and reading have 
indicated an acceptance of the thinking proces$ as I have 
noted earlier aq 'just another 
. thaf eve~yone has'. 
of those accepted frinctionings 
~ 
I 
If thinking is mE:7reJ.y. a 'something' that we all 
possess and certainly we all possess the ability, then how, 
if it is to be viewed as an ability, can we have allowed our 
learning systeIt\ to "have become pervaded with the notion that 
.' it is common acros~all segments of our learners? Were one . 
to disagree that this is not the case, that we do not treat 
this ability as being consistent across the strata of our · 
lear~ers, then the .question begs to be asked: 
their elasses that . 
"Where are · 
-l 
A. Teach or d~l with teachers in how to 
teach, deal with, and improve thinking 
in ourselves and more importantly how 
to impart ability improvement in 
J.tearners. 
B. Teach learners ip our S~OlS how 'to 
think' both generally a critically--
or for that matter any c sses that 
have as its essence 'teaching thinkingl?" 
Sadly my experience over the past decade and half indicites 
~aught but their absences. 
________ - ________ ...... .-a.....,-
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Yet, we accept as essential the fact that to succeed 
in -school one has to have at le~st ~'working ability in 
thinking, since without this skill one cannot really 
understand and consequently learn. 
"But, we encourage learners to think!", and so say 
many in the field and this as a statem~nt is indeed truth. 
It is- trJ,le ,in that we, the educators, do encou'rage learners-
to think and that schools and our educa~onal system is in 
and of itself a~tive~y engaged in the promotion o~ thinking 
in learners. However, the con,tention. here is that . as a 
truth, this encouragement is based on at best a tenuous 
"base. We do want le,arners to think, but do we actively 
promote the process of thinking as an essenti'al and justified 
in itself and for itself--as a desirable end? George Kelly 
has stated that ~.~ ' 
.••• Novel ideas, when openly ext>ressed, 
can be disruptive to ourselves and 
disturbing to oth~rs . . We ther~fore 
often avoid them, elisgu;ise them,' keep 
them bottled up in our minds where they 
cannot develop in. the social context, 
or disavow them in what we. believe to be 
loyalty to the' common interest. . And 
often, against oUr better judgme~t, we . 
accep.t the 'dictates of authority instead, 
thinking th us to escape any ·p~rsonal 
responsibility for what happens . 
Realis,ically, as a tangent of this idea of Kelly 
.. and coupled with our knowledge and experience of schools, 
..... 
as well as the ideas of how the learner is viewed, how 
classes are 'controlled by teachers', how nbe system 'controls' 
the teachers and how the system functions tQ maintain itself, 
... 
" , 
." ..... lI, t. • • . .J" , 
, ' f , 
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it is a very small cognitive leap to realize that the school 
has historically been an institution of conformity and that 
this conformity has not and is not restricted/f~dress, 
,; 
manners and so on but is also an institution of conformity 
I \ 
of thinking. For, as Kelly would have us realize; new or 
novel ideas, i.e.r-thoughts, can be very 'disruptive' or 
discomforting a~ well as disturbing and we fully realize 
that our educat'ional system 90es not tol~rate disruptions 
except as things which are non-acceptable. 
'\. 
And yet, when we look at a working definition of 
thought it becomes readily apparent that 'thinking' is an 
active, ever-searching non-accommodating aspect of the human 
mind. To take just one example: 
Thought ,is the ,process of achieving new 
representations throu~h the performance 
of mental operations. When the operations 
are systematic and under tbe general 
guidance of ~ copscious plan, the thought 
is organized. When the oper.at·ions are 
unrelated and chosen without ~eference to 
a plan, the thought is idle and similar to ~ 
daydreaming. While aspeq~s Of either kind 
of thought may be ~onscious, it is only 
the former which gives the subjective 
feeling of great effort and difficulty. 
It is this ki~d of thought~hich is 
prominent in Problem Solving. 3 0 
This thinking must be present at all levels of our learners , 
).ife as well as ours. This no one would deny 1 The fact " 
.. " " 
that it must be present is not the pOint ,of contention. The 
"actual point of contenti~n here is not that thinking i~ not ' 
an~ssential eiement in life, but rather that because we 
.. 
are so close to thinking, eqch and all of us, from the 
.' 
, 
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youngest infant to our -most respected educationists, we 
, 
cannot, or rather have not historically- been abl~ to s,tan.d 
back and view thinking across our range of humaneness as 
.. 
something that can n? longer be t~~n for granted. 
, . --..... 
This proc'ess of tn-inking must be--asserted as 
, ....... 
noy-
. \ 
only an extremely important element in learner's attainment 
of study skills or as general to his education, but rather, 
, i 
if we ar~ eo -do justice to the complete learning of the 
. , 
indiVidual learner, then we must re-evaluate o~r \ conqept.i:on' · 
..-
of not only what thinking is but also our conceptions on 
C how we should deal witl1 the concept, where most emp~asis 
~ould be placed for the ultimate benefit of the learner, 
and indeed how to go about creating thinking ~n learners 
9~nerally? 
, ... 
From the o.utset it has been the contention ,in this 
paper that there are cer~ain tactors related to the indiv~dual 
" I. . - .. 
learner ~hat are either absent in his schooling 
, 
or otherwi~e 
- , 
_ structured in such a manner that to be able to h~p the 
individual learner a re-assessment of each aspect in its 
en~irety, including the ramifi't::ations" of each to the 
. 
viability of ~e learners' knowledge acquisition mus~ be 
initiated. It is alsq the wrLter's view that such an~area 
is thinking. ! 
Experienc~ has also indicate3 that even where' 
thinking is encouraged it il:l still not 'original' thinking 
that is stressed. Again" here allow me to note thae even , 
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/ ; 
this encouragement .does ~ot. take in the nece:sary k •. edg~ 
- , 
, 
presentation"'by the encourac,Jing individual or school as' to 
'how' o~e can go about learning to think: what is done is 
to verbally u~e th~ language to off~r encouragement to 
continue to think. ' This indicat~ .strong desi'~e to help 
\ 
but. what is lac~ing Vs . t~e insight 'necessary to realize th~. 
futility of this su~g~s~ion. Only/to those ingi~iduals who 
.... ., , '- ' 
have be,en luck.y enough ',to s'tU}l\ble onto o£ have had the good 
. ..,' 
" I ' *', ' ,~~rttine-: to, have' an ...ou.,i# e~vironm~nt .where tq.inkin~ '. is • ... 
. : .,ac:tualized: .does this encouragement actualiy lI!~an i · something ' :. , 
..•. I .. 
- p~si tlve. · . To 'o'ther'~ i to i~ .. a'~ Of'ten a~ ' "n,o~ a "S~~~~ of " , 
frustration, especialiy,. ~f they 'believe I they hav~ j.ndeed '. 
b~en ,; think~ng' an~ rare' still. n~1; ablpo meet ,the ~ri 1:,:,fion 
to ~he point whe~e .they 'are ac~~.Pted'PY' the school . sY~~m as ' 
. . ~ , _ t! 
.bei.ng one of the. • br'ight-ones ' • , 
So, back to this thinking encourage~ent. Even her~" ' . 
, f 
. ' where ~hink~ng is:indeed ~nsouraged'it ' is of 
.. ' r . 
,such a , nature 
that 9ne--th~ learner--is'indicated as doing well noe thro.ugh 
" . '. . . 
'. . 
the crea,tionJ6f ' new' or n~vel ideas" but ,r~ther' is more . 
. rewarde~ "'it' the end product shows ~nt'e~li~atiOri "of what 
\ ' , . ' / . ' 
others--most speCificalli teacher indicated--have' prod,uced 
on 'wha te;er ,", at' t~time, ' t 'he particulal" topic may be",,, This, 
"- !.. f 
tI • I II ., 
then, being the'case one ' can most readily envision the end 
• " (I • 
" . . 
-product of such '~ - sy'stem on an 'impressJonable,learner over 
, t~.lve ye'ar's ;f. 'con~iti~ning ' by' many .and'var~ou~·: individual 
·<i1ui~es'. ' Molt s"dly such 'an ~l1divid~a~ corit~'s t~. ac<;ept , :, ' 
"t, , « ~ , •. 
diotates of 'e~visioned authority as being' proper and 
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,correct, not because they are proper and correct or indeed 
flot because he ha,s clearly, logically and demonstrably 
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• . :.1, , ~ •• . 
I t~ought' , his way through the 'dictates' b,ut rather because 
, , 
he has come to accept ~s normal such a state of affairs. 
Though this may ,appear ~sh and antiAsociai it is neither. 
It is but a v~bali2ation of a genu~ne feeling gleaned over 
. , 
a decade and ,half in educatiot in many centres and at many 
' lev.els i~ this, ' our education~l system: Experience ' has 
shown·that the learners do not know how to th~nk,and 'it has 
". . 
( 
. ' , ' . " " ' a,. . I. . .:' , 
" also shown that 'not only ~S, there veryl~ttle be~ng done to 
, -, 
,', 
• 
, . 
alleviate , t 'h,i.s' probl'embut that actually there is sxt!t"emely 
. . . ~ 
I " _ . .. I " 
litt,le .accepted 'awp.re~~ss that" this' la(:k 
~ . . ~ : . . . , . 
slfills, of thinking I, :,*s in~e~d a, pr?,bl~m -a~,a\l1. '. 
So .wher~' then does this leave 'u~? Is ·there 'a ' problem 
or isn't there, a ,prob,;Lein' in .. (ij Thinking ab.ilitY ~Of \ our" , ' 
learnet's~' (ii) 'The 'ti!ach'J.ng of thinking' skills to improve 
' " " ' ' " , 
the , abilit~ of' our--rtar~e;~ in, this , ~rea: ,To the"writer th~ 
". " 
answer ,is painfully ,obvious. ,TO cOlle~gues , I have proposed' 
as an ans~er to thi's 'two':'part -question ~ quite simple 
: '. , 
statement: ""If '~liere is no prPbl~~ why 'in every school 
- . ", , -" '. ., 
¥ 
and 'ih' every ~ucatidhal c;:lass that I have,'been in is there 
'.0' ,~UCh' 'diSCUS i~n c:tenerat~d about- 1 the ills of our' pr~sen;--
, I , ,-, 1 
syste~l'" ' .):~ ,s a.that , ev~ryo1').e re.izes that there is a '. 
problem but they do not reilize what the answers , may 
' . . ' 
, .. 
pOssibly 'b-e. ,This pa~er,' wiSh~S ,t-~',go, one step further in. 
, . 
th~ , proces,s ,by ,,,g~ing backwa±:,ds one step. This ~~ep i's not 
, .: 
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to provide t~e answers as such, but rather to try and draw 
attention to the fact 6f what the pr~blem may be. For, how 
• 
can one present an answer to the prob~em when one is not 
, 
even aware of'what the specific problem may be? 
Here in the area of thinking the problem is • 
') '. 
essentially not that the learner does not know how to think 
but much more curcially the fact that our educational system 
does not really get, to the root of his non~thinking- by 
re-educating the teachers to the awareness of'the problem: 
And', the p;-oblem is based , much more in our perception ,of 
the lear~rs' thinking ability ' or style that it is 'in his 
,ability to 'actually ~hink. . We accept that everyone'can 
think, but 
A. 
B. 
what is ~otaccePted is\, ' 
That a'll learners are individuals, 
unique onto: themse,lves "and with this 
uniqueness are all , the ramifications 
of individual learrt,ing that go hand 
in hand with this uniqueness. 
Simply, that thinking 'is a skill and 
as ,with any skill, this one too,' must 
be initiated, helped, guided, and 
essentially taught ancl consequ~tly, 
if it is to nurture, grow, and , aevelop, 
it must be 'practised. 
, , 
.. 
Now then, where is , this practice . to take place·? 
Where should be~he most 'and best ava~labl~ envirQnment.for 
. / r ' 
the fruition and develop~ent of this essential mental skill? 
Logically, it '!Ihould be the classroom' a d its attendant 
I \ ' .... ' 
functions, 'bor it is here Where the 1e rner comes ' face 
J " ' 
to face with \a multitude of yarious inf rmation 
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sources, ideas, state~ents, systems, methods, processes and 
on and. on of all the base essentials that could possibly be 
• needed or used to develop and practice this mental skill--
this t,hinking. • 
The learner has the tool--the thinking ability--now 
all that is necessary, aside from his natural d~Sire and 
! 
c ' 
willingness to engage in , practice and to develop it is the 
environment where such a development 'can be initiated and 
• < 
continued for many years: 
(Tea~hers can promote thinking skills in 
their classroom, from the pr'~mary grades 
through the Uni versi ty. And unless there 
is a deliberate effort on the part of the 
~chools' to do so, there is no guarantee 
that adults will ever possess the skills. 
The . Educational Policies Act (U. s .) stated 
in 1961 that many agencies contribute to 
achieving educationcn objectives, -b'ut 
thinking is one objectiv~ wh~ch might not 
be generally attained unless the 'school 
'acts on it. Teaching students how to 
think should be, in the first place, a 
primary goal of every teacher and every 
school district. In-service training should 
be provided for teachers to familiarize 
themselves 'i with the process, and provide them 
wi th teaching techniques. In ,the 2nd place, 
teaching should be planned and sequential 
throughout the school 'system. First-grade 
teach~rs should kno~ what ~eir respons~ 
ibiliti are as should twelfth-grade 
lnstructo r' - 11 should recognize that the 
skil+s, 'of t ink ~g do not develop 
autom~ticalfy, by themselves, or as a 
consequence pf living. The skills must ~ 
,be taught and promoted. 4 
Is this the case in our school Bysteins? - rot just a novel 
question bu~ the' first .stepto ac~epting : .the fact ' that there 
, I~· 
is even a problem 'in this area and also. quite-;,-~os8ibly the 
first steR in the solving of any s~9h p~~ceived problem. 
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Awareness of limitation, coupled with a sincere dfsire to 
overcome limitations is in most cases a sufficien~first 
step which eventually leads to the eradication of any 
problem. So too may be the case in point. 
Once ~e become aware that our learners have a 
problem not of their own making but just the same a problem 
that has great negative , features both for themselves and 
our entire society, then and only then may be begin to see 
" , 
its demise. But its demise will not come about with ease. 
''1 Ease in the field of human deveiopment and huma.n to human 
I 
, treatment does not appear to even be the 'case.However, 
an approach committed to the dignity' of every individual 
just might be 'a pr~mising one,. ( , 
S~ch , an approach is being postulat~d in Part III 
riot as a.panacea or even as the ultimate answer to this 
perceived problem regardi~g ~hinking but rather as just 
a~other approach. With so ' many 'individuals critically 
thinking about any topic or as~t of 'a topic, wheth~r it 
be to find operable or functional ans~ers to the perveived 
. ' ' 
problems, we may be able eventually ,to encounter the 
products of such critical thinking. The ' products ~o~ldbe 
the many various approaches, a·l~ of which may have valid 
~ 
conceptual points, ~a~l of which may also have glaring ' 
" (. . 
inoperable elements ,' but' ali of which would be , the product. 
of critical thought or as a paint o~ starting reference. 
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It is this product--results of critical thinking--that would 
'I 
give rise to a motion 'to actively.eview our present system 
and quite possibly give rise to a need to re-assess where 
we pr~sently stand on the concept of learner~' thinking ,. 
skills, which of itself may have many positive and far 
I reaching r~ifications for the ultimate knowledge acquisition 
o~ hearners. Therefore, such an a(areness is deemed 
essential as a furthering of· the concept of thinking and 
" to allow for the view that our generally accepted belief 
...". 
that thinking is simply something that everyone is capable 
is much too simplistic and because of this simplistic 
.... 
~ . view of the process of ~hinking we have allowed our 
#. 
education system to'be lull~d into complacenqy concerning 
the varied topic of thinking as it applies to our learners. 
For, as Piaget would have us accept: 
f 
' If differen~' ages in the development of 
thinking in child can be oistinguished, 
and if ther are stages of a process 
leading to an.object{~~ayof th~nking, ' 
it is society and the educational system 
that must ensure ,that this process is 
gone through. 5 ~ . 
This, in itself, would give us reason ~nough to delve into 
the realm of thinking, but if' this is not sufficie~t then 
.' 
the following may complete a sufficiency of rea~ns: 
The suggestion that ~ in growth of under-
standing' w~are initially tied to the ' 
concrete'and particular, and only 
generally.ex~end our thought into the 
abstract and genera~'is a very natural 
one. It isa suggestion to ' ne found 
i~~ ~ristotle's observatiOn ·that the 
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particular is prior relative to us even 
if the general is prior for knowledge in 
itself. Our normal picture of human 
being's is that they gradually extend 
their understanding ' so that what is 
initially understood in partieUlar and 
concrete instances comes evehtually to 
be understood in a more gerieral and 
abstract form. How indeed could it be 
otherwise? One answer to this question 
is that it could not be otherwise, 
because the development of understanding 
comes through, learning,. Learning 
involves the acquisition of knowledge 
and understanding; indeed, it involves 
the use of experience. Experience 
itself involves confrontation with 
particulars, even if, as Aristotle would 
say, ' the ~knowledge that thiJ; confrontation 
entails is knowledge of the'particular. as 
'a such and such. ., It ' 1s this in~Vbi table 
and necessary . element that the development 
of ~nder~tanding involves the progression 
- from the-. more particular and concrete to 
the more general 9nd abstract. No 
acquisition of understanding based on 
learn#!ng could be otherwi se. 6 . 
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Consequently how cai we acquire this understanding 
-if we do not possess the skills necessary to critically 
,..~ ( 
think our way from the general to the abstract? And, how 
, 
indeed can we .have this skill,. it' we a're not to be given 
~genuine guidance, based on prior ' k~owledge of its structure 
...... _---
and process on the part of the guide? "l?Jbviously _we cann'ot! 
~ \ 
But until .it comes to pass that this gUid.ance is aliowed, _ 
.. .' t . ' 
encouraged, and demanded for our lea~ners; must they be 
condemned to the oblivion of complacency and regur.gi tation 
~ 
of .others· idea~. ~et at the ' same time we ~ust , thank whom 
ever that there are still · those who manifest against all \ 
( .1 
pdd~_ the concept of ' Rene Decartes pronoungeme~t 'Sum \ErgO 
Cogito,.7 /' \ • 
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CHAPTt:R I I I 
A HUMANISTIC APPROACH 
As civilized human beings, we are the 
,inheritors, neither of any inquiry about 
ourselves and the world, nor of any 
accumulating body of info, bqt of a 
conversation, begun in the primeval 
forests and extended' and made more ' 
articulate in the course of centuries., 
It is a conversation which goes on both 
in public and within each of ourselves. 
Of course'there is argument and inquiry 
and ~n£o~ation, but wherever ~h~se are 
prOfl.tabl'~e they are to be recognl.zed as ' 
passages 'n this conversation, ' and 
perhaps t , ey ,are not the most c,apt:Lvating 
of the pa~sages •••• Conver~ation is ,~o~ 
an en'terprise des~gne!d to yield an 
extrinsic profit, a contest where a 
winn'er gets' a prize, nor is it an activity 
of energies; it is an unrehearsed 
intellectual adventure •••• Education, 
properly speaking, is ap invitation 'inlo 
the skill and partnership of this 
conversation in, which we learn to 
recognize the voices, to d~stinguish the 
'proper occasions of utterances, and in 
which we acquire the intellectual an~ 
mora1 habits appropriate to conversation. 
And it is this conversation,which, in the' 
end, gives place and character to eve~y 
human activity, and utterance,. 
'(Michael Oak$shott, Rationalism in Politics 
and Other Essays, Methuen',. 1962, pp. 198-199) 
For one to actually become actively engaged in the 
teachin~ of study skills it is essential that an approach 
):
0 only to this element of teaching but to teaching in 
r 
eneral, to the aS~irations of trachers and learners, to a 
true, a7cep table statem,entof beliefs be externalized~ To 
.do so, ~ne must of' necessJ..ty 'po'ssesa a schema, a patt~rn, a 
series of beliefs that he believes wo+thy of application. 
I 
\ 
j 
I 
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So far, we hav~ seen study skil"ls defined. We have 
engaged in proposing what they should consist of and indeed 
how one may approach them effectively. But all of this i9 
merely wishful thinking if one does not' possess both an 
r 
, 
approach and atmosphere conducive not only to the 
presentation of methods and terminology but most assuredly 
also the envi~onment where these aspects will find 
acceptance, fruition and growth. This is a two-way ~Qges~. 
For the students who shall hopefull~ internalize certain 
methods and aspects , of one's pr~sentation or guidance of 
study skills must also ' become central to and 'completely 
, , 
involved in ~ll aspects of tl).is venture if any form of,' 
success internaLly for themselves and-externally for the 
teacher is' to be achieve,d. A 'necessitating philosOphy' of' 
intent is then most desirable. With this po~nt to ponder 
. 
I shall now .proceed to present just such a compe~dium of 
ideas which shall be called The Humanistic ,Approach to the 
Learn~ 
.. / -. 
What I am saying is that those ~o do 
make decisions, whet~er they are English ~ 
teacher~, lawyers, economists or 
physicists, must base their actions on 
human values rather than economic or 
technical expedients--on the elemental ~ 
need to survive, yes; but also on t.he 
'need to survive with freedom and a senstl 
of human d~<:lnity and purpose. . This 
understand1ng of human values ~s 
precisely the aim which humanist~c educatiqn 
has always set for itself. 
(0. B. Hardison, Toward Freedom and Oigni ty',' 
John Hop~ins University Press, 1972) 
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Starting in 1960, witJ1 the publication of Paul 
Goodman's Growing Up Absurd (1960) a series of books began 
to appea.r on the American market which documented the 
-degree to which American schools at all grade levels 
d 'l 'f ,. d d' f . ' e~courage m~nd ess con orrn~sm, .a ea enlng 0 exc~ temen t, 
and a sense of pessimism concerni'ng the pos'sibili ties for 
, 
meaningful work .and for certain play in adulthood. 
" Humanistic conceptions of education generally try 
to eliminate the distinction betwe'en means and , ends I so 
that learning is experienced as a source of pleasure in its 
,.. 
own right, rather than .as an ins·trument for- competing with 
oe~ers or
l 
for saf~guard.ing , one's socia,l status in the 
future. (Here the emphasis is on tl1e importance of 
present-centeredness; learning is exhilarating and meaningful 
now.) Humanistic approaches ensure that a learner's 'content 
is not divorced from its personal meanin9j for the learner. 
Therefore, the teacher is encpuraged to pay some heed to 
the pu\,il' s emotional response to what he is learning. (Here 
the stress i, on thel~arner's holistic .need to integrate 
'" feeling with th9-ught.} Also, humanism casts the teacher 
into a catalytic and .not an AUTHORITARIAN role. The more 
. ' 
a stude~ comes to be viewed as the source an~' indicator of 
his own learning, in that his spontaneous curiosity is the 
. "" driving force behind what he masters and how well it becomes 
mastered, the more this schooling app~C?,~ches a humanistic 
model, Wherein there is a consistent, respect for the 
.. 
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learner's individuality and autonomy. This human~stic 
approach is grounded in two key features: 
For 
A. encouraging students to become maximally 
involved in what they ar~ learning · 
B. encouraging them to freely express their 
personal reactions to the materials. 
6. 
as any experience'd teacher knows, the 
JIlinute a child discovers t-nat his 
education is' a search 01' quest for 
himself and therefore for · the limits· . 
of himself--in that moment an enterprise 
that was sicklied o' erwith the cast of 
unreality suddenly becomes vital. " alive, 
'challenging' , , and worthy. of conunitment~~ 
.. 
,/ 
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Which in effect leads us to this simple statement that "our /1 
job (as teacher), is to teach stud.ents . to be learners--when 
' . 2 
there are no teachers". And again from a perspective of ,. . 
. . 
someone interesteq in the child aI)d his development into a 
whole person a' need to re-evaluate our v'ie~ of the school 
insti tution seems a logical step. As Dennis O''8rien so 
elegantly states: 
If we empha\~ize again the notion of the 
School 'as a . learning commuJiity and not 
onl.y as a teaching institution, then, we ~ 
have to believe in learning outside the 
conventi,nal ' classroom structure. ' To ,. 
express that notion, the School could 
make explicit what is already explici,t 
in its basic philosophy. The basic aim 
of School is to start off a process of 
education which continues for a lifetime . 
In the twelve yea,rs of ,School one can only 
hope to whet a person's appetite for 
learning, not· satisf;y it. The ~deal 
graduate is not someone whose head is 
full, :but ·someone ' who leaves .deape·rately 
dissatisfied with ·what he. or she has . 
accomplished relative to all the things . 
, yet to understand(,,-to appreciate an~ enjoy. 3 
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Now This .' apprQach--~mani~t~c,-'..must of nec~ssity 
have as a basic; tenet the cor,ner stone .ft}P any and all 
democratic principles,: Choice ~ That is, the right of the , 
. , 
individual, with ~ conunitment to the belief of freedom and 
the es~entiality of free will" to ' choose 'or at t~~ very 
". leas"t to have an input int~ those things' which affect one's 
lif~ • 
'. 
., 
~'s . Jacob Bronowski so , 'aptly put it: 
Wh.at ,we really m~~n by Free ,will, of .. 
course,- is the visualization of 
al ternati ves and making a ' choice 
between the,m ..... the ,central problem of 
human :consdiousness depends , on , this. ' 
ability · to imagine. 'l'he ;4a-ct of ' 
~magination is . the opening of the 
!!ys tern so ·that , it sh6\\is neW' connect"ions. 
r ori9in~lly 'put ', tl:lis i'dea ,i"n Sci.ence 
" r 
and Human ¥alues,,·when t said. that' every 
act of imaginatIon i :,s ' the discQve!y of 
likeriess . bet,w~en two things , which were 
'thought alike •••• A'll acts of ilt\agination 
are at,. that kind. They take tbe closed· 
'syst~rn ' (sha~l we gay ou~ pr~s,en~ , system '\' 
or study skllls), the¥ lrtspect :l. t, "they 
'" 
manipulate j.~, a~d , then', they find ' I 
sorne,thing which had -not been put into t.he 
sys tern so far. (To this wr it~,r, co the c -
thing left out ' of our. system of stUdY', 
skills is a ,Humanistic ,Approach tQ it.) 
They open 'the ' system up, they introduce 
new likeness, whether it is Shakespeare' ~ 
saying, 'my mistress ' eyes, are no.thing· 
, like the sunne', or is it Newton ,saying 
that the moon in essence "is , .exact,ly like 
a thrown apple _ A~l those who imagine 1 
take parts of ~he Universe which have not 
been corinecte'd hitherto and: enlarge, the . 
total 'Connectivity of the universe' by 
showing them to , be connected. 4 
'. 
This leads ' "us more fulLy into - th~ concept ,that clxlice, free 
wuf," andi.magination ~re no~ ~nly. "ri~9'e!;Jsary 'but"absol.utely 
. . ' . ~"'.'" . 
essential: if 'learning, ' true , l.ea~nin(~i' and not ,~~~ 
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I ,. is to take place. The role of both the m€morization, 
'1' r • 
,. . 
learner and -the teach~r must be re-emphasized to • 
I 
acconunodate learning in the school. The learner must j 
become once' again the key ingredient around which the 
. ~ ~ 
school revolves. 
With tbis humanistic approach, of .course, there. 
enters i~tQ the realm of learn'ing another asp~ct associa.t!ed 
t! 
with cho-\ce, free will and imagin~tiQn. 
to make errors. Aga,in Bronowski states: 
This is the ;right ' 
.' 
c 
We must accept the 'fact that all the 
imaginative inventiQns ,are to some 
extent, er~ors ,with , respec't to the" . 
norm. ~ •• Progress is th'Q e.xplor~tion -
', of our · own, errctr. Ev6lution i 's ' a 
consolidation ,of what have always!' 
qegun as errors. And errors are of 
two kinds: error;; that turn But to 
be ·true and errors" that 'turn, out to 
be false • .' But they bOth '1tave -the 
same character 0 f being an _ ~ 
imaginative s~eculation. 5 
.. 
... 
j 
Learners must .be given the opportunity td' 1.earn, and this 
'" . ,. 
means' trial an<Ie;rrqr or just. plain error. 'rhe function of 
the teac;:oer is as ~. guide ~nd.~o':· ~~o act.a:s th~ \ole' 
dispenser of the knowledge of the univ,erse. 
. ' <J' • " .. , 
Exp~rience has s~~w:n t1:lat s1udents ar~ o.ftfn :/ '\ ". 
,J • "" _ . -,_ 
- ",," ' . ' I , I. frustrat~d . because '-they 'ilre not be~ng gJ..ven th~ truth or. 
- ',' II ' , - , " { 
the'know~dge" th~y ' desire: Their~expeptation is thaiQ 
"" , , -
this, truth resides some place outside t'hemse'lves'~ usually--- . 
, ) 
totalitarian society. 
so; then .the, schobls can be 
- .. '" , - '" ' . '. 
d~?Um~~zing ,~s ' a·ny 
ijowever, as' an aiternat~v~ ,wehave 
with the~ teacher. If this is 
... ~ , 
as gull ty of indoctrinatiol\, and 
' , ~ ~, 
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. variotis methods for approaches to' teaching ~nd I 'earning 
based: in and o~ -{~e pr'inciples of Humanism. ' One such 
.. ' 
method, is Ruth Cohn's Theme Centered Model ' (Cohn 1969). 
In ~he theIlli~-centered method" each person , sp~a}{s 'f~om his 
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,' .' , ~wn" SUbjectivity ; '~o tth~t" ~}l effect~ .wna"t 'we have is a 
" j . ' ·s~r,ies . of ~~d~vidua'l,s~ inciu(iing the teacle~, eCich ' " " 
., 
~ -~. ' 
• \ . ' ~ . ' t · 
"' ''bexpressing , hi~,.'tulique . point of 'view., This method, in J 
'~~n~ouraging e~ery studen~~rti'cipa~e, 'stro.~glY i~Pli~~ 
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To 'the extent' to .which a st~dent feels he" is not learning, 
~, \ . :. , ... ~ " 
" , ., - "" 
or is not getting' w. hat h~ want:s, ,he is re,sP9nsible---';for 
4 \ ,, - -
, ... , 
trying, tO , do, something ,about it. If he a.:ssumes , that it· is ' ,-" 
" 
A .' 
autoimi,tioally the teacher's jQb to , increase his learning', 
• t '. ' . J, '. • • .... • t 
he, 'is attempting to deny his own autonoJl\Y. ' Simi.larly, ' ~or .. 
'.t.., 
the tea,pher to'" assume always that learning is takin~ place ' , 
" .. , s,~mp~y bec~u~~ tb'e'."tudents ~ not c~mpl .. ~nin9 , is !or him 
to 'evade hi~, capac~ty for autonomouS Judgment. ' If the 
. majori'~~ b~ stUd~t~ bel~'e've that '~t'l1e model i~' not ~orking ' 
for , the~, it is. i~po;.;ant thiltA teacher b~ Willing ' t~ ' ¥ 
. 'consider -revising the stru~ture ~ , 
' . - in inst;uctor ,,~ Sk1l,l , :J.io.ea~~g ;~he. 'es'il~~ce of ' 
/ . ' :., 
hurnani~ , lies as, much, in h~s ab~lity "to be qenuipe~y ,'/ . 
.~. • -- " ' >' 
, humanistic ' in his" st.yle of -,relati~g as ia his exp~rti8e. in' 
" ' 
explaining cOllceptual rna t~ria.L . To : t~~ extent that. the 
i " it t~ao_ber r,eta~n8 a fi,rIp 8~n8e ?f h 8 .~wn, identi,ty at? the 
.ame , ti~e that'h~ , axhibit8 a1willin9~e.8 · to 'allow others 
.. " 
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to develop differing identities and di~fe~ing val~es, he 
. 
. ' ~s rel'?ting in a humanistic manner. The teacher's identity 
, . 
and value~ · are demonstrate~ in the way in which he structures 
~ . '. . 
the classroom, and . the~ is no m:ans by whi~h he'can 
this respon,s:ibili ty for .determin~ng that structure, 
~....teaQhe~ ,~ s ' ~~s1?ect: fo~ ~he students ' . in...tegri ty is 
evade 
The ' 
' . ., - . 
de~ristrated in his ability to ' listen to, bnd at times 
f 
, " ac,cepf',, ' , their ,sugg,estions as they react to 1;}{'e struc~ure 
" 
" and' at,tempt ' t~ ' ~dify it, One of th~ 'qreat values of 'this • 
. , I 
, ' approa~ 'that i -t ,is not content-speci'~fc or course-bound, ' 
" so the~er witl1.imagin~tion and¥ a genuine respect for 
learners ,can apply it in any area'of our , present s~ol 
. system. All ' that"-is nrded .. i. ~ belief in the learner, I 
'faith in ,o~eself, and ~ellization that the ' sol,~' f~?~'tion ~f ' \ 
I , ~ school is to .ca~er to the learne!s, and not to t?e' teacher. ~ 
Andt~r 'approach ' or, model based solidly in the ' 
, , ' 
humanistic ,mold is that of the Freedom tQ Learn model of 
III • : • 
Carl ~g.e~s. \ ~n this Freedom to Lea~n model, Rogers \. 
. \ , ~ 
~ r~,~.~es ya~iOu& appr~,ach~s, ' to org~~izing~~assrooms and 
~~ (,~~~~ materials. :seing, true to his firm belief in the , 
. ~ m,Y of both learner and te~oh.r, Rogers does not 
• 
endors.e anYf one approach as ' being superior to any other,' 
for he , is fully aware that no method. cl}ll wo~k in th,e :handJ 
~ ot 'any ·teachel;" who 'is uncomfortable' wi,t~ it--~nd this' ., . 
' .. 
. 
, ' . .v"" " , 
indeed 'i8 on'e of the aspects of ' humanism--a , (jPDviction or 
, 
belief that it juat doean"t make :any a.n •• to ' di8oult8 r. ." 
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specific metqod withottt including at!least some consider-
. 
ation of the attitudes towards it possessed 'by the user. 
As rogers sees it, 
I , ,A humanistic -School or college : 
administrator gives the teacher 
considerable latitude in selecting 
methods and, currioula', ' just cfs ' the, 
teache~ s.;mllarly tr.ie,s to maxi,mize 
the student' s ~reedom to select and",,:. 
pursue l~arning 'goals most minimized 
to himself. ,Important ,elements , in 
an education transaction between 
two parties, ' whether they be 
administrator and teacher or teacher 
,an.d learner, are riot at all dissimilar 
'from those that ideally exist between 
a therapist and a ' patient: they are 
genu;lneness, acceptance, sympa~hy and 
trust. 6 .. . ' . / -
" 
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All this material, in a humanistic approach to a, 
l:earner's e~ucation, ,with its principles founded in. free:~~'i'\ ' 
. ,. , 
choice and It.n dignitY, having guiding ': rincipf~~ as to what 
' should'not '~ included. These are: 
' ,' lfI\. 
A. that there is only.one ' cor answer :to any 
B. 
given ques tio.n; 
that once :e have labelled ~ome~in~ 
k 
we have 
unders~ood' it; ' 
C. .tha t everything an~ everyone in , the wor ld has \ 
":.I. " ,. . . ' 
;~ ever-fixed' unch~nging identity. 
, . , . '. 
These points may: lead more to the 'I,nqul,ry Method' of 
eduoati'bn whe're the te'acher cO~BtantlY asks\Iuestlons 'of 
• I • 
, ' , , ' , ', 
the learner ~nd in turn expects the lQa~ners ·to ask 
, , , 
, questions ~f t~e ~eaoher:: and never t~ acce,~t, blindly any 
" preaenta·t~on. ' :Theae \inq\11r iea 'may p~opel · t.he . lelrnera to 
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'. , , 
'" 
think more deeply a~d may indicate to t~ how' to think and 
quest~on for~emselves, thus enabling them to internalize 
this procedure of viewing th~ world in wond~rment and with 
a questio'ning, searchi~g natu;r:e. Here in this "humaniStic 
approach the,teacher's ' primary ~ole is to fa~ilitate' t~e. 
, '. 
, ' 
:, learner's coming into contact with the right material at the 
~ , I "'~ppropriate 'time, ~o ~i;'e sincere encouragement and supp6rt. 
• 
r 
• 
.... 
.\ . 
. ,. 
The teacher mus~ be90~ ,a guid~ and not merely a processor 
of spilled facts to fill in so many ,empty brainS)' , '. 
To recapitulate, the humanistic approach to'education 
" 
and learning is based ' on thre: prin1iP1e~,or central emphasts: 
1. The motivation behind 1 arning should 
id~allY "~ , pleasure" and e~citement now. 
2. T~e personal context , in 'which the 
learning occurs, including the learner's 
~feelings and motivations, , mus~ be 
attended to ,and not merely ,the 
intellectual content of what is being 
presented.. .' 
3. The teacher's role is 'most meaninzgu 
when it's' catalytic and facilitative ' 
and not authoritarian. 7 
. As .well, per';a:i~e ' ~~OU9hout " the' b~l~ef ,of a ' humanistic ~ 
approach to' education is the assum~tio~ that "the, 
educational system exiBts first, la'st. and al~aY9 tol serve .. , 
the development o~ the child ~s an }ndJ.vidual1, But t;,0 ' " 
streBS ' the essentiality o~ the ;individual learner is te;' 
beli~v.e, and live aCGordi~q ~o'the be~ief" that ~ach 
lear~er is uniqu~ if t e compl~xitYlof'abili~Y, aPti~ude, 
interest and ex~eri'I1C 8 W"h he ,,~ing. to , the 8c1)pol. 
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. . 
erivironment. Tpe teacher, then, must meet each learner as 
" ~ 
an individual having ~ unique~ersonal history, accepting 
" , 
t~e' consequence that he will vIew the world in his own " 
'.. ' ~ 
id1.osyncratic manner. To this the teacher must try to add, 
. , , 
not .-mold J,n his , own ~age, or to des,troy • ~ 
Thus, these learning and' study ~kill; which the ' 
~ , . . 
school exists to disseminate must be assimilated within 
• • 9 
, , ( 
~ntal structures each of which is unj.,que. , It is this 
uniqueness . of the indiVid~al as an :~titY on:; hi,~lf 
that the teache~ must come to ' grips w\'~_~~rally.and 
' intellectua,,~~y, if he is to provide an f:mvirorim~n't where 
le,arning is fa~'i tated to the maximum and the skills 
. ' ( ' 
.nece~sary to lear nd study are 'a' major by-product of an 
ongoing, productive efiucational system. 
Herein lies one method of not "how-to-teach study 
.. I, 
skills", but rather a concept, ' an idea that can gene~ate, 
an attitude ~nd atmosphere where , the individual learner is ,' 
" ' .. ' , ' , 'l, " 
* ' , 
themosf important ' e~ement and ' the facilita~ing ' of learnin~, 
the 'most acceptable , goal. This attainment ills, 
, I '" 
,knowledg'e a,nd' methods of ac:hieving this at 
, . 
coalesce to form an ,educated p'erson who 
. . ', 
,ill 
, value "and 
'respec~ h~mS~lf a~d ~ll'o~,heh un~que indi~i4ualS " Wi!h. 
lives,lfeelings,em:ti.ons, ~nd desires of i~eir own. Thi"-
m~~hod of appr~ach, encompassing a , humani tic viewpo!nt 
, . 
' may~ventuall~ lead tc? Maslow~s "'Self-Ac ualization' for 
~ll partlciPantB-ieducatorB arid lea;ne~ --, n~t as a~' end' 
. '# . ,. . fl ' .. • 
produot ,to be ' achieved"for th1. ~ def.a . - the ooncept of 
, I , 'f • .. ~ 
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r 
self-actualization, but rather as a by-product of knowledge 
'attai~ent and t~e skills of practic~ ~e.cessary t9 fUl"ly 
.. 
appreciate, its' limitations. As Viktor Frankl so.aptiy 
phrases it: "Wisdom i,s knowledge plus the awaren~ss ~f 
-its limitations. n 9 
\ ' 
~hould, then,.thi~ 
"t'l. \ ' ... dealin9s as ~~ucators with l~a~ners, then we can only 
improve o~ arr hurn~nity:. If we pest~~th,i~~'~'ervas~ve, . 
a9cepti~g, n6n-ehip~ing attitude of our learners and 
replace it'with an atmosphere where iearn~ng is not only 
" central but indeed an essential participatory function, 
~ 
then we shall in essence create a future where by the 
ripple-eff'~ct ' a grea,ter sense of humanity, humanism, may 
• 
ensue. Finall~, then, we may be able to return to Plato's 
, , 
prescription: . "Let your children's educa'i!ion take the form 
of-llay": 10. and move ~way f~om th~ View' which John Dewey " 
:-:.. -- ' , ,' 
verbalized: :: "The old educat.ion •••• may be summe~ up ,by. q 
" .,' 11 ~tatin9 'that the center of gravity is outside the child. n, 
Education is a bulw8,rk 'against ty,ra~' of any fQrm, ... 
, -lo 
" 
whether ~t be of the body, the mind or the ,spirit. It is, 
'i ' 
up \0 alJtc~nc~rned in the~ducationai process, be they" 
. " . 
. , 
teachers, instructors, parents, government officials or 
' . . ". ' \ t ' 
learners" to ,demand ~t ' an ,education, as a' r~g.ht, be made 
. availabl'e to all" and tJtat this ,education lie based in the 
right of ,1re learner to do just that--to ,learn, not merely 
to m .... ize • . In'lo doing, ,the d-.ndfor.th. m.t.~ ~d 
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s~i1ls of ~ow to acquire kriowledge, and indeed of how to 
use it to further gain insight·will, of necessity, result. 
, We must guide .the learner from the earliest ~ears 
in how to learn, how t6 study, howl to acq,uire, store, keep 
• 
and retrieve knowledge, as well as ho~ to use it! This we 
can only do if we instill in each learner' the idea of the 
. . 
sanctity of every individual'. We cannot merely preach this; 
" . 
if··we do so,' the learner will most assuredly perceive our 
i 
falsehood. We must live it. in the 9lassroom as an essential 
aspect of learning. , Thus we shall facilitate learning and 
shall have given of our,selyes to ~elp others ,to create what 
- ' '',-'' 
shall hopefully continue to be a better world. -
• 
But is . this acceptable in the real world of teaching, 
of learning? I most assuredly believe sol It is my 
experience;with Special Education students over .the past 
d-ecade t~ leads me to say unequivocally, "Indeed it: is 
possib~ n' Moreover, not only is it possib'ie but it is 
essential.1 A.A,. Barnett once wrote that: 
) . ' \ 
( • ' . ! 
There~is a division, but it ~s not . 
between scientists and artists • . The 
real conflict ·is,between ~hose who 
create, or at least enjoy~ new ways of ,--.. 
' look~ng at the WOIJd" and those' who ' 
fear novel.ty and try ,to protect 
/ . themselves from the ~latrning strangeness 
.. of ·, th~ .wo.rld by .aurrounding themse).ves 
with barriers. 12 • ',-
ascrj,be to· reasoning in this manner I give 
" . 
.. t, .. , 
title tality. , ' \ 
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It is from this premise that my outlook and 
• 
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humanistic approach proceeds' ....... These special education kids 
with whom I have dealt on a daily basis for nearly a decade 
~ 
have provided me with much,more learning and insight than I 
am capable of providinJ' them. Th'y have constantly made me 
, " 
aware of my own humanism and have"provided me with an 
J ' ' . 
opportunity to reflect and hopefully to create, for as ' , 
'Warner Kaplan states, " •••. HUl'Qan beings are not merely, nor 
mainly ,organisms reacting to stimuli or responding to 
things-of-action. Man forms h,is Umwe1 t .by relating to 
. 
.. . 
his environment in a new manner: he is directed toward 
knowing. ,,13 
, 
Human beings are, qr at the very least should 
-be, learning organisms. organisms open to new ideas and 
.not closed by a barrier 'mentality. 
, ; 
. 
It is my, c~ntention that, this barrier mentality, 
th~ conflict between ideas and creativity ~n educ~tio~ and 
, . 
a strict, rigid adherence to a s'tatus quo is all too 
pervasive in our present, educational system, 'and 'C\s such 
• • 
may be another of the'root "causes of ~o ml\ch d~smay •. :, For 
it is ·the school', replete wi'th barriers, and at ti~es 
.. 
i ' 
'apparently inunune "to ideas, that is the fosterinq aqent~ 
, . 'I, .. . 
. , I ' 
As Nell Postman. states in' The politics of Reading, "the " 
schools are still the pri"~cipals~urce of the" idEl8 that 
literacy is equated w.it~intellige~ce."14 This idea 
. " 
' . pervades as a pragmatically ac:cepted truism" , yet I live, " 
with it aa a,manifest falsehood. Every day in numerous' 
" way. I ':lea\n through the l..earnerathat ~~e opposite i's 
" 
" , 
• 
" .. 
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t 
likely to be closer to the actual truth. It is in this 
humanist approach, where barriers are overcome, that. one 
can truly actualize this trut.h. Again 'from N~il Postman: 
• 
"A'student's ability to create an 'idea should be at least 
• 
as im~ortant , as. his ability to classify and remember the. 
id~as ~f others. "15 . This idea ' at ' this particular junctur~ 
" 
appears to be a, radical one-~but only to those who .cannot 
~ . > 
see humanfsm as a v~iid approach to our learners. For 
.humanism puts ~o flight :the notion 'that learners must be 
I 
told ~nd the ~eachers are the appointed'tellers of. For 
' *, ' ." ~f indeed we are to accept · th1s novel/ 1dea of creativity , 
~ather than regurgitat~~?, coming from the learner then we 
83 
. 6 - ' (the teachers) would have to lessen our "control"l and 
, , 
where the~, would lie, ~ur . IIauthority,'(17 , 
Yet, as O.B. Hardison in Beycind F»eedom and Dignity 
,.,.. .', I ------ '. 
points oGt "In deaiing with humanistic education •• ~(it) will 
.,.~ . -
not work with teachers so committed to~heir own private , 
views 01. a subject that they:cannot be comfortable with 
. 
other human beings except in'a Master-Slave rel'ationsflip.,,18 
Once mQre to refer to Neil ,Postman: if change, new ideas' 
and new thoughts can brea'the a 'se'rnblance of life into-our' 
... . . .. . 
, I 
education system, then' "teachers :WOUld' ··.h~ve to stop actihg", 
" ~ . ' i 
like teachers' and' t~,nd somethihg, useful t'o do ~ ~ike I for' 
.... . . ... If • HI, " . , .' 
instanc~ helpi~g : young pe~.p.le r~,solve some of 'their I!\ore 
. ~ ,.' ~ ~ 
,wrench.ing. · emotional probl~s .~·19 ~,' 
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This, then, would lead to a lower~ng of the barrIers 
, to learning, 
and then perhaps a school would become 
a place where everyone (including the 
teacher) is trying to 'learn something. 
'Such a schaal would be problem-centered. 
I 'n this process we might find that our 
students would also lea.,r'n with pain and 
with a degree of success and economy not 
presently known. 20 ~ 
'I 
-' Even here, accepting the possibilit~ of this apprOach, 
the conflict between the ideas ?f those of creativity ~pd 
those of the present Ci~l1er:. .would stiU be present. 
For if we take as ,a st 1ng po1nt our own Western cultural 
,orientation and place upon i~ the words of Abraham Maslow: 
"Individualized ma~ is culture bound; each, culture 
indoctrinates its members according to its own accepted 
, . 
pattern, ,,21 coupled ;With the belief of PhiliP,pacyy that' 
"vision only c:omes 'to those w,~o have a chance to actualize 
their potential: to be for the. sake of being,n 22 then 
( 
, 
-, 
.( 
indeed may ,we be', able to perceive' a root of this prob1e:m .... J 
9 
of barrier mentality. Consequently, it is, i~conceivable 
that our learn'ers will ever, in any great numbers, be able . 
.. 
t.6 .rea<:h a process of self-actualization-if from "their 
, , 
earliest .~eginning in schaal 'the self' as an .~ctive Cl 
" 
" . thinking entity is ' exorcised.and replaced. with rigid ' 
, . ~ .. , conformity to 
,':'\;,~ . • 'd' .' 
, others I ideas 
a cultu~nd~ctrinated 
, . . 
as ,the id~~l ~~ be striven 
regurgitation of' 
for and hopeful~y 
, . 
,attained, wherein the learner is v,iewed as just an empty· , .,.' 
-
space to, be ·filled from'textbooks and ideal supplied. solely 
" , . . " . .-
by the sohool and "its repre~enta~ive8. 
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If this be so, we must then move on to another 
question: Can we then blind a learner!s natural inquisitive-
ness from the ·time he is placed in our care and mental 
feeding ~t the ripe old age of five years? S~dly, from 
\, t' 
the writer's perspective the answer is yes. Of course 
·we can structu~e and of course we can blind •. 
Hardison so aptly phL"ased' it: 
Human beings have a natural and inborn 
·desire to learn and' find the ' right kind 
of exceptional experience totally/ 
absorbing. Yet, they are frustrated, 
alien.ated·, made hostile by mental blocks 
created by psychological conditioning 
during early childhood or by s~ial 
fashions like racial prejudice or anti-
intellectualism or by authoritarian and 
de-humanizing teaching methods. 23 
As O.B. 
• 
• 
Consequently, we limit intellectual growth and perpetrate 
our own barriers for the learners~ 
• 
, \ 
Where then lies ,Pacey '"s 
., 
vision? For that matter, Immanual Kant regarded 
. . .... , 24 
'imagination' as our most .truly h\,ll1lan posses~iop. He 
.postulated that this imagination is born wi thin each of us, 
-and is a common heritage to all human beings. To believe ~ 
arid accE7pt this idea to ~ so, '.are we .not then as educators ~ r -
if we deny ori~learners. their uniqueness and humaneness, 
whether consciously or through ' an unconscious domplaCEmc'y, 
. , ,1> ' . • • ' . 
quil ty of ,the 'most diabolic sin 'against humanity:..-the· 
destruction~,of ' this .gif.t to the ~orld, ' th~~' ii~agination' ;1.5 , 
this precious thing tha~allows us our uniqueness, our ' 
, . ~, . .- . 
, ' h~an:ity, this t.ffing ~hiahallow~ us the . sJi{lity to 'creat~ 
• and if, not to truly areate.then at the very least to, enjoy' 
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86 
creativity, new ways, new methods of viewing .all that l~es 
about us? Are we not limiting the development of our/ ~ery 
existence, our future,. if we' do not allow the learners t:o 
achieve their possibilities and cease viewing, them as 
merely "empty jprs ~ich we fill with facts?,,26 
.-
Consciousness of the humaneness of the learners is 
the first artd possiblythe.most difficult step that must be 
taken to break; this barrier to learners and allow each one ) 
to fulfillhi~ potential. For the teacher to be receptive 
.. 
to this novelty of he must strive for a conscious 
awareness not o~ly 
who 
those around him 
. -" 
universe wherein / he\lives 
and grows. 
.. 
A person qught to be, conscious of others' 
existence, and this c~be achieved,only 
by living together and conversing and ' 
exchanging ideas ••• for this would seem' 
to be what living together mean~in the 
case'of human beings, not being pastured 
like cattle in the same field. 27 
\ 
The teach~~_must achieve meaning for hiB own humane-
~e, ' 
ness if he is to rerlect this to those with whom he cmust" 
deal with daily--the learners. This meanin~ is the essence 
of this statement (as postulated by Gunter Stent, 
• • • ::J5.-" ~ ~ ./ ""\.. • • 
For man the concept of '~eaning'can be · 
fathomed only in relation to the self, 
which is both the ultimate source and 
ultimate dEVJ,tination of semantIc 
si~nals (with semantic being the 
• _. symbolie'rep7esentatio~ of even~s),28 , 
• , , ' . I [~" c.,o upl, ed, ~i.th BronowSk~ I B 90~ce~t of l~ee ,~ill ~ "the visual-ization of alternatives and the making of a choice between , ' . , ' i • . , ' 
. ' ; " i ' . . 
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them.,,29 Only with this consciousness hf his own humane"... 
ness would the teacher be able to approach this conscious-
nes~ of others' existence. This , ab~lity 'to perceive 
J ' 
oneself could lead one t~ learn from others an4 be open to 
- . , 
new ideas. This consciousness would allow one "shared 
,discour~e--the ar,t of discovering . warrantable ~ beliefs and 
" ' improving on those beliefs •• ,30. The result would possibly 
be a culture wherein one is encouraged ~9 think,. to Cfeel, 
. 
. . 
to reach for one I s potential, to actualize. Such.a culture. · .... 
would de~and; as e~sential,: humaneness 11- 'living. toge~her 
I " 
I 
in constant search for creativity and newness of' viewing 
.'4 
the worlq around us and a sharing of the uniqueness of the 
individual. As Roland Stromberg expressed it so well: 
'-
Now as always, people live in a world of 
ideas: tbey think no matter what they 
are doing, and their thoughts draw on 
the store 6f ideas supplied by the 
intellectual culture around them:,"3l 
We rnu~ give,. our learners thi's intelleCJ'tual culture so they 
. ,11' . At • 
can really learn and question and strive to grow. To take 
. ! 
the view of Geot,:ge Kelly:' 
• -~ - l' 
In recogpizing , the inconsistency b~tween 
his anticipation and the outcome, man 
concedes a discrepancy between what, he wAs 
and what he is •. A succession'of such 
investme~ts an~dislodgements'constitute,. 
the hUfnan experience. 32. . 
. • . Ii ' 
It seems' ·eu.enfial t~a e w~ ',should, c'at~r to the \growth 
'intellectual development of the learners, by not only 
\ 
catering ~o their abJlities to lea~n, ~d by'providi~ 
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with the skills and tools necessary to lea~, bu~ also py 
creating an a·tmosphere where learning and . thelearne:x: are 
, , 
the most ~portant central function of th~ life of the 
'. ' 
school. We must . strive , to c+eate an atmosph~re where the 
.. ... .' ' " , ' " .. 
learner does not S'lip into a complacency: of livi~g " but 
where change ~s . ever-present and ongoing. . But ," 
f Life is mor~ than mere change; it , 
involves an interesting~ela~ionship 
between parts of our universe whe~ein 
one part,the living , creatu're~ is "able ' ' 
to bring himself around to represent 
another part, his environment.33 
, '. 
, . 
It is here now that we, the equcata.rs, can"most nobly and 
aptly function. ' . We are, in fact, i~ ft position to cre~e 
88 
.. 
such a univEU:'se,., a tiny : o~smos call,e~assro'O~.. ?oll we 
h~ve to do is become conscious of \ ~selves, of 'thos~ ~round ~ 
us and of· ·~ha t we wish for the lives o~ ' those '. indi ';idu~l~' .. ' ' 
with whom 'we interact~ Ea'c~- educClt.1&>r . . ~u~t· pu~s,ue h~S '. O~'n .. 
method, for that is ~he humahistic approacl1--,the ,un1que ess , 
r. ~ I ~ • " 
of the individual.· But, once res~ect for the, individuaL 
, . " G '" 
learner is an in,terrlaiized, ~ctualized qonee'pt., "then ther,e ' 
,- , , 
can be no holding back. As has , been suggested more than ' 
once-, ' it is the ends that make uS what ·we lire; and ', we the 
, ,.-- ' " } 
educators mak~ the' kids what ,they ' are, fo~ jwe, contro·l the 
f- . " I 
, en~,s ~Y must acc~mplish- to s'71cceed 'in. OU~', W~;l"+d. ;, :"" " 
. ' ?~hat' then i~, my func~i~n .~~ eduCfltor? · . To creape. an 
, , I .". :., 
',atmosph,er·e' wli~:i:e , there is , a ' ,dyn~rni,c ~~c.ePt~nc~ " bf' th~'" 
, : . } , , , :'.,,' ', ' , , ' ,, ' . 
individual ,as unique, where , tne ' le~rn~r' is supreme, whex:e~ 
. .' • • ,' . j " \ 
, , " I . , 
, \." . . '. " ' know~e "is 'the, st.riv~p-for end,' ~her,e ',the, .means to. ' t~e ' 
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! I > end' are .ever-changing ,and wher~,ther..e is an, active 
. ~ , ~ 
onslaught agai~st neg~tive ~onditio~ing that .leads to 
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. • • . I 
anti-inte~~ectualism'and Qomplacency. To accept'this 
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challenge the~e _ are many pqssi.b~·e· rout;.es ·~o travel. One 
\ 
~ I 
. ",-. ,~ . .-
is the -humanistic approacl\_' and yet to, t'ravel this route. -til . . .... # ... , 
1 . \ -';~ -- /. 
'-. on.e shoul.d be _ aware of the thoughts of E'ri,ch Goode," 
'I ' .;.} . • I 
'... , ' '.', \ 
", .. The only' reali ty Clfailabl~ to ~ach 
individual con~ciousness' i~ a ' ~. 
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subjectiv~ reality. Yet, this,insight \ 
, Poses. a , dilemma: wei must see "in -a . 
, ' ." Skewed manner', or not" at , alL 34 '. , 
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CHAPTER LV , . 
, . 
A-CONCLUDING ST~TEMENT 
. . . 
The intent of this paper has beeri'a threefold 
pro~ess. tirst, to presen~' cOl~ecti~e ideas - study S~lS, 
I " ... 
definition, meth·od, · strategies -- ' and' sec'ondly t-o indicate 
' ti . 
that e;vep. though we irithe field' of educatio'n Use some or 
. many of' these '~ki;~' and .~e.thods tner~.- : still'~"ap~ea'r's t~ bel 
. . . 
. ' \ 
a'discrepancy as to their effecti;je.hes~.. To ,this,' point; ~ 
. , , ..... 
. this paper focused its intent: . The point' drawn 'Was that \ , I 
".:, . ' . " \ . . \ . 
somethi~g is mbsing fro'1f our imple~el1tati~n Of" these I' 
study-r.skills .stra~eg·ies and that, t.his something 'is .In , \ . 
' ~eality an intangibl~ co~ective.··e~ti~~y which is do~pbsed ,/ ", .. " 
\ " 
of at least three parts. AI~three?f these pa~t5 are in' 
the 'realm of accep~ed, internaliz~d attitud~s with their 
resultant consequences as they are.implemented. 
-... 
ThiTdly, after presentation ~f these three \ 
intangibles 'a~ :umbrella approach to enclo~e .'all th~ee 
~ . • c 
postulated. This wasQc~lled a humapistic approach to 
, ~ • "I. 
learners.. This approach allows for the.dev'lopment of 
. '. .. . 
was."c 
all 
three ~f these inta~gible areas, but~ore, by its very 
natur~, it enc~urages ' a reviewing of it~elf 'as a? essential 
. .. . . 
characte~is~ic of .itself. 'Phis allows. for consta~t 
revision and updating of t~cnniques, methods ·and imple-~ 
mJh~atio~S so that a consistent dynamic in~olvement would 
\ • ,. . I . 
, be the "constantly striVed-for ach.i!evement.' 
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' J~; I It is to th'; concePt of improvement in. awa"eness ':: 
, ~osSible prpbleln ~nd '-" pos.sible solution that ':~iS p.~~e,: 
lJa,s striV'en,' not as a panacea but rather more as' a statement 
~~( per::s~~aJ. 'awar~nes7 ' of the, faci; that somet.hing is missing 
r~j our learner~teacher~scCool r~l~:l:on~hj,p. · A h,;",anistJ.c 
apJ,?roach ' de';lla~ds ;constant questions·:and strives to ,avoid (t· .... ' . . 
, an;',.at1;.itu~el or acceptingcompiacenc¥ in', regard to' 'othet: 
.," hlans> a~d sch~~ls ' are, afte~ all, \mlY 'co~le~~ions ~f 
, '11: 1 • • • • • 
~ I: .~ t · . 
humans interacting for the soJ.e purpose.'of helping the young . 
( , 
. att'~~,n knowledg~.: . ,
~' . "", . ~ . 1 
I" . ,'J • It is for' thIs 'purpdse that., this .pap,er has been-
I , 
dom~osed, to ask~a questi~~, and to pose at least one 
'. • I " r ... . 
To the success of this !'end then .the · possible solutiop ... 
! 'j ' ", ' 
~ ,reade'r 1s left'" to , judge'. To its applicability in the , 
I . , .. ~ 
.. 
c~ass~o9m, the results.of-this approach oyer the ~ast decade 
I ' ~ " " : , I in my ~peci~l educa.tion classes ~ttest · · to a partial, modest 
;. success .. 
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